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Abstract
This thesis presents and draws from my work in the field of interactive digital media arts
exploring the phenomenology of empathy and presence through telematic art practice. The
creative practice discussed has been selected from a timeline of practice-based research
covering 32 years, including 32 original installations, produced and exhibited on 117
occasions around the world. I have focused on nine specific artworks that plot key
moments in this network of connections through the distinct content and public
engagement outcomes. These installations range in contextual settings, from the intimacy
of a bed surface and the comfort of a sofa to the formality of a peace negotiations table and
the keyboard of an online chat conversation. Within such works I investigate human
relationships and the identification of the self through the emergence of shared objective
empathy between remote participants.
My observations, conversations and the participants’ accounts that I have witnessed
and collated are evaluated through a reflective practice method of research that closely
aligns with Donald Schön’s ‘reflection-in-action’. Each project has been undertaken
through an action-research process, whereby much of the development and
experimentation occurs in the gallery or public venue itself. The participants are brought
together through the use of live video cameras, projection mapping techniques, chromakeying and videoconferencing technology within merged telepresent installation
environments. The divided audience participants coexist in a third space; the fusion of the
physical and the remote in a networked place that can be inhabited by distant audience
participants simultaneously sitting, standing or sometimes lying together within them.
My work provides a space for practice and theory to engage in a dialogue informed
by the phenomenological tradition of such as Martin Heidegger, Maurice Merleau-Ponty
and Jean-Paul Sartre, and the emergent ‘technoetic’ field of technology and consciousness
research defined by Roy Ascott. The theories and concepts I have encountered through my
work are firstly experienced within them; it is not until I have publicly installed and
observed these telematic installations that I am able to articulate the philosophical
discourses they reflect. Discourses contextualised and discussed in a range of publications
that further contribute to this thesis.
The unique sensory experiences created through my practice generate new
knowledge about the greater sense of empathy that emerges through a shared space of
mutual presence. This new phenomenological knowledge through creative practice has
made a distinct and defining contribution to what is now a recognised field of telematic art
research in the international digital media arts context.
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Accompanying Creative Practice and Publications
The accompanying material for this PhD by Publication and Creative Practice can be found
in ‘Appendix D’ on a USB memory card inserted on page 162, which includes the
following digital resources.
Selected Creative Practice documentary videos folder:
1. Telematic Dreaming 1992 original documentary (https://vimeo.com/20054617)
2. Telematic Dreaming (https://vimeo.com/19516978)
3. Telematic Vision (https://vimeo.com/19380362)
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9. Occupy the Screen (https://vimeo.com/107784956)
10. Peoples Screen (https://vimeo.com/150786495)
11. 3×4 Documentary (https://vimeo.com/119218011)
12. Touched (https://vimeo.com/234630558)
All videos are also available on https://vimeo.com/paulsermon and project documentation
archives on http://www.paulsermon.org
Selected Publications folder:
1. From Telematic Man to Heaven 194.94.211.200 (1997)
2. The Teleporter Zone: Interactive Media Arts in the Healthcare Context (2007)
3. The Emergence of User Determined Narratives in Telematic Environments (2009)
4. (Dis)Embodiment (2012)
5. The Neural String Network (2013)
6. All the World’s a Screen, featuring: The seven stages of man (2013)
7. Metaspace futures (2016)
8. From Edwardian Selfie to Telepresent Comic (2018)
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Introductory Note
The primary accompanying material within this thesis is my own creative practice,
presented through video documentation, photographs, contextual writing and analysis
drawn from my publications also accompanying the thesis. The relevant critical discourse
within these publications has been edited and reproduced in this thesis to discuss and
bridge my practice-based research. Whilst this has meant the submitted thesis is longer
than would be expected for a PhD by Publication and Creative Practice, the accompanying
publications are therefore mainly included for reference purposes.
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Overview
This PhD by Publication and Creative Practice functions as a bridging thesis on a body of
practice-based research that covers the past thirty years. It will focus on nine specific
telematic artworks, produced between 1992 and 2017, informed by eight academic papers,
published between 1997 and 2018 to connect and identify a unique research trajectory and
inquiry that has made a significant contribution to the field of interactive digital media arts.
The nine selected pieces of creative practice in this thesis present the kinaesthetic and
proprioceptive nature of my creative inquiry, evidenced through the conversations,
observations and participants’ accounts I have witnessed and reflected on in the production
and realisation of these works.
This bridging discourse charts the historical development of my telematic art
practice through a timeline of connections between artworks, publications and theories
since 1987. From my introduction to the telematic artwork of Roy Ascott and his emergent
‘technoetic’ field of art, technology and consciousness research (Ascott and Shanken,
2003, pp. 340-355) to the development of my own telematic practice and the
objectification of ‘self’ and the ‘other’ in the specular image, reflected in the ontological
pursuits of Martin Heidegger (2001 [1953]), Maurice Merleau-Ponty (2012 [1945]) and
Jean-Paul Sartre (2003 [1943]). This has identified a phenomenological framework upon
which I have been able to identify and articulate my underlying research question that
seeks to expound the juncture between empathy and presence in my telepresent telematic
artworks that converge space and distant audience participants. The accumulation of my
practice-based research findings and artworks directly contributes to the field of interactive
digital media arts, but impacts more broadly; from performance studies to behavioural
psychology. The thesis concludes by providing new knowledge on empathy in telematic
spaces of mutual presence, where the objective sense of self is shared and co-experienced,
paving the way for a greater sense of empathy between us.
Telematic Art Practice
I had the opportunity to collaborate with Roy Ascott on a number of telematic art projects
as one of his undergraduate Fine Art students at the Newport School of Fine Art in South
Wales from 1985 to 1988, and went on to lead telematic experiments of my own in the
following years as a visiting lecturer in Newport, whilst undertaking my MFA at the
University of Reading from 1989 to 1991. This education and teaching experience proved
10

pivotal in the telematic telepresent work I subsequently produced, that forms the focus of
this thesis.
The term ‘telematic’ was first coined in 1978, a portmanteau of
telecommunications and informatics by Simon Nora and Alain Minc in a report to French
president Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, alluding to the future Internet. The report signalled
both the opportunity of a networked decentralised society, opening up radical new horizons
(Nora and Minc 1980 [1978], pp. 4-5), but also warned against its potentially increased
governmental centralised control. These outcomes were popularized in its subsequent
publication in English as The Computerization of Society (Nora and Minc 1980),
comparing telematics with the technologies that fuelled the industrial revolution (Ascott
and Shanken, 2003, p. 50). Roy Ascott consequently embraced the term ‘telematic’ in his
teaching and research.
The timing of my arrival at Newport in 1985 could not have been more fortuitous.
The school had just moved into new high-tech purpose built accommodation, complete
with computing and networked video resources throughout the building. But most
significantly, Roy Ascott had just completed one of his first and most renowned telematic
art projects ‘La Plissure du Texte’ (The Pleating of the Text) in 1983. This reflected Nora
and Minc’s radical telematic optimism, whilst realizing Ascott’s cybernetic vision for
creative exchanges between networked participants, theorized by Ascott earlier in the
1960s (Ascott and Shanken, 2003, pp. 44-50). ‘La Plissure du Texte’ was an online
“planetary fairy tale” (2003, p. 65) that evolved through collaborative contributions from
globally distributed authors, each using computer terminals with thermal printer displays
and dial-up modems, connected through commercial time-sharing networks – a precursor
of the Internet, exchanging email texts and ASCII-art images. The work echoed Roland
Barthes’ essay ‘Le Plaisir du Texte’ (The Pleasure of the Text) from 1973, upon which
Ascott’s title is drawn; the pleated joy of simultaneously reading and writing the text in
this collaborative exchange, delighting in the case made by Barthes in his earlier seminal
essay ‘The Death of the Author’ (1977 [1967]).
This was the blueprint for subsequent projects I had the opportunity to collaborate
on as an undergraduate student with Roy Ascott, who was then Head of the Newport
School of Fine Art. Utilising Ascott’s network of partners and the school’s newly acquired
Mac Plus and Commodore Amiga computers, I participated in ‘Le Palais Ideal’ in April
1987. A project conceived of by Roy Ascott, consisting of a ‘Telematic Workstation’ run
by a group of six Fine Art students from Newport in collaboration with lecturers Robert
Pepperell and Mike Phillips, for the 1st Biennial Festival of European Art Schools in
11

Toulouse, France. Inspired by the original ‘Le Palais Ideal’, built in circa. 1900 in
Hauterives, France by postman and ‘outsider artist’ Ferdinand Cheval, the networked
participants interlaced stories, verses and accounts of a metaphysical journey toward an
ideal palace, developed and revealed over a week long email exchange.
Fundamental to Ascott’s telematic art practice and theory is the transformation of
the viewer into an active participator who collaborates in creating the work, which is
always in a state of flux throughout its duration. Along with references to Roland Barthes’
questions over authorship and the mutability of meaning in the text (Barthes 1977 [1967]),
Roy Ascott brought an eclectic mix of thought provoking ideas, from post-structuralism to
quantum theory and consciousness studies to our attention, expanding our minds as young
artists, conveying and questioning our ideas, intensions and our collective creative role in
the world.
These questions, provocations, ideas and projects made a lasting impression on me.
However, whilst my intension, as envisioned by Ascott, has always been to converge the
role of artist and viewer/participant in the collaborative and creative experience, I became
frustrated with the ‘Telematic Workstation’ model. This cluster of networked computers,
often presented as a gallery installation or ‘happening’ only ever really provided the group
of artists (performers) taking part with true access to the experience. The gallery visitor at
the time was often left passively observing, which was the scenario I most wanted to avoid.
Coupled with my visual inclination and limited ability with text I chose to explore further
telematic approaches, including fax (facsimile) exchange events, Slow Scan TV
performances (the transmission of still video images using a similar method to fax) and
live composited video and computer graphic dialogues between studios, using the school’s
inbuilt video network. Ultimately these early installations and performances drove my own
telematic art practice closer towards experiments in telepresence.
Although cognitive scientist Marvin Minsky coined the definition of telepresence
as a tele-operational system used in remote object-manipulation (Campanella 2000, p. 27)
it is more broadly understood to define a technology that would allow a person to feel
present in a remote space, and specifically the ability to act within it that distinguishes it
from other forms of telecommunication (Wilson 2002, p. 527). Some of the earliest
examples of these concepts of telepresence are found in the fluxus ‘happenings’ movement
of the 1960s. In Allan Kaprow’s ‘Hello’ (1969) performers were connected across four
remote locations in Boston, USA over a closed-circuit television network in conversations
that were intermittently switched between them, creating a thirty-minute experimental discommunication television broadcast. By the mid 1970s North American artists Kit
12

Galloway and Sherrie Rabinowitz were developing video performances via satellite
connections. In ‘Satellite Arts Project: A Space with No Boundaries’ (1977) groups of
dancers in distant locations were merged via a satellite video connection to dance live in
unison, which lead to their ground-breaking interactive public video intervention ‘Hole-inSpace’ (1980). Involving a satellite video link between New York and Los Angeles that
provided public passers-by the opportunity discover, play and converse with each other via
live video and audio over three unannounced days (Ascott and Shanken, 2003, pp. 63-64)
Whilst marginally aware of these earlier telepresent installations at the time, my
own telematic art experiments in telepresence came together in the early 1990s with my
introduction to new videoconferencing technologies using fibre-optic telephone lines, first
used in my installation ‘Telematic Dreaming’ in 1992. Whilst this signalled a new
departure in my practice and a series of works that have continued to date, the principles of
telematic art practice, as theorised and presented by Roy Ascott have remained central to
the underpinnings of my telepresent concept – made evident in the titles of my works. The
research findings of my subsequent teleprsent work in the field of telematic arts forms the
basis of this thesis. On broad reflection this practice-based research can be paraphrased as
exploring human relationships and the identification of the self through the emergence of
shared objective empathy between remote participants who are brought together within
merged telepresent environments. Through the use of live video cameras, projection
mapping techniques, chroma-keying and videoconferencing technology these divided
audience participants are brought together to coexist in a shared third space; the fusion of
the physical and the remote in a networked place that can be inhabited by distant users
simultaneously sitting, standing or sometimes lying together within it. Their presence
within the space is captured live on video and combined in real-time with an identical
camera view of another participant in a matching installation space; mixing two live video
shots by projecting a person into the environment of another or by replacing a blue or
green back drop in one image with the image of the other. The two spaces are linked via a
networked videoconference connection, making it possible to merge these telematic
installations and their performing audiences between geographically distant locations.
Rhizomatic Timeline
The creative practice discussed in this thesis has been selected from a timeline of practicebased research covering 32 years since my collaborations with Roy Ascott and
contribution to the ‘Le Palais Ideal’ project in 1987, including 32 original installations
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produced and exhibited on 117 occasions around the world. This creative practice has been
plotted on a timeline in figure 1 on page 15, depicting the connections back-and-forth and
between my works since 1987. These links have been drawn from reflections on recurring
concepts and objectives that occurred through adaptations on previous installations, new
and emerging technologies and the varying cultural and social contexts of the works. The
creative practice projects on the timeline (see figure 1) have been colour coded to group
fourteen particular periods of development in my practice over the course of 32 years. The
creative practice timeline key (see figure 2) provides a description of each colour coded
group and lists the works these include. A detailed list and description of all the creative
practice plotted on the timeline is provided in ‘Appendix A’. Through this process of
expounding the relationships between my creative practice I have been able to focus on
nine specific works between 1992 and 2017, from eight of the colour coded areas, that plot
key moments in this network of connections that investigate human relationships and the
identification of the self through the emergence of shared objective empathy between
remote participants. This is evidenced in the distinct content and outcome of their
particular public intervention. Video documentation of the nine selected works are
included as digital resources accompanying this thesis and are identified in roman
numerals on the timeline in figure 1 on page 15. These include:
i.

Telematic Dreaming (1992)

ii.

Telematic Vision (1993)

iii.

There’s no simulation like home (1999)

iv.

Peace Talks (2003)

v.

HEADROOM (2006)

vi.

All the World’s a Screen (2011)

vii.

Occupy the Screen (2014) Peoples Screen (2015)

viii.

3×4 exploring metaspace platforms for inclusive future cities (2014)

ix.

Touched (2017)
Related periods of practice that have not been selected include my initial telematic

works and experiments with Roy Ascott discussed earlier, which led to this major period of
practice being discussed, single commissioned works whose attributes are covered
elsewhere and computer based hypermedia and multi-user works that would prevent
narrowing the discussion of the thesis.
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Figure 1. Plotted timeline of creative practice

15

Figure 2. Creative practice timeline key
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In addition to the creative practice discussed in this thesis I have included eight
publications, contributing and supporting the main practice submission, consisting of five
journal articles, two book chapters and one conference paper, published between 1997 and
2018. In a similar and related way to my selection of creative practice these publications
have been drawn from a timeline of published work, stretching 26 years, including 31
publications, together with seventeen additional publications on my practice by other
authors (not included in the selection). The upper section of the timeline in figure 3 on
page 19 illustrates the connections between the wide range of publications, from catalogue
essays to journal articles through the citations and references they share, as well as linking
directly to the creative practice they discuss in the timeline (see figure 3). These
connections provide a clear rationale as to the significance of particular publications – both
my own and those of others – allowing me to identify particular points of reflection and
discussion on the timeline. In most cases the selected publications provide detailed
descriptions, analysis and theoretical backgrounds for the nine creative practice works,
some of which has been reproduced in the following pages to contextualise and bridge the
discourse of the selected creative practice. The eight selected publications have been
highlighted on the timeline in black numbers (see figure 3). A publication key (see figure
4) provides further information on the particular publications, their significance and
relevance to my practice and colour coded to differentiate between my own publications in
orange and publications by other authors in green. The selected publications are listed
below and included as PDF resources accompanying this thesis. A full list and description
of all the publications plotted on the timeline is provided in ‘Appendix B’.
11. Conference Paper: From Telematic Man to Heaven 194.94.211.200.
Sermon, P. In Ascott, R. (ed) Consciousness Reframed – Proceedings of the First CAiiA
Research Conference 1997, University of Wales College, Newport
Works Discussed: Telematic Dreaming, Telematic Vision, Heaven 194.94.211.200
Key references: Baudrillard, J. 1987, Dennett, D. 1991, Kusahara, M. 1995, Virilio, P. 94.
25. Journal Article: The Teleporter Zone: Interactive Media Arts in the Healthcare
Context. Sermon, P. Leonardo, Journal of the International Society for the Arts, Sciences
and Technology, Vol. 40, No. 5, pp. 426-431, MIT Press, October 2007, ISSN 1530-9282
Works Discussed: The Teleporter Zone, Telematic Vision
Key references: Lacan, J. 1966, Morse, M. 2000.
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28. Book Chapter: The Emergence of User/Performer Determined Narratives in
Telematic Environments. Sermon, P. In Porczak, A. (ed.), Interactive Media Arts, pp.
144-162, Academy of Fine Arts Krakow, 2009, ISBN 978-83-929896-3-9
Works Discussed: There’s no simulation like home, A Body of Water, Peace Talks
Key references: Ascott, R. 1998, Dennett, D. 1991, Kusahara, M. 1995, Lacan, J. 1966.
37. Book Chapter: (Dis)Embodiment. Sermon, P. In: Chatzichristodoulou, M. &
Zerihan, R. (eds.), Intimacy Across Visceral and Digital Performance, pp. 160-173,
Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, UK, 2012, ISBN 9780230348868
Works Discussed: Front Room, HEADROOM, Telematic Dreaming, Liberate your Avatar
Key references: Ascott, R. 2003, Baudrillard, J. 1987, Boellstorff, T. 2008, Giannachi, G.
2005, Krueger, M. 1991, Lacan, J. 1966, Saussure, F de. 1915.
39. Journal Article: The Neural String Network.
Sermon, P. Technoetic Arts: A Journal of Speculative Research 11: 1, pp. 71-83, doi:
10.1386/tear.11.1.71_1 September 2013, Intellect Ltd.
Works Discussed: Neural string network
Key references: Ascott, R. 2003, Barthes, R. 1967, Huhtamo, E. 2011.
40. Journal Article: All the World’s a Screen, featuring: The seven stages of man
Sermon, P., Gould, C. International Journal of Performance Arts & Digital Media 9: 2,
pp. 231-246, doi: 10.1386/padm.9.2.231_1 September 2013, Intellect Ltd.
Works Discussed: All the World’s a Screen
Key references: Huhtamo, E. 2011, Virilio, P 1994.
45. Journal Article: Metaspace futures. Sermon, P., McAndrew, C. Metaverse Creativity
Journal 6: 1&2, pp. 55-65, doi: 10.1386/mvcr.6.1-2.55_7 Dec 2016, Intellect Ltd.
Works Discussed: 3×4 exploring metaspace platforms for inclusive future cities
Key references: Ascott, R. 2003, Lacan, J. 1966.
47. Journal Article: From Edwardian Selfie to Telepresent Comic.
Sermon, P. IAFOR Journal of Cultural Studies: Volume 3 – Issue 1, pp. 47-61, ISSN:
2187-4905, doi: 10.22492/ijcs.3.1, April 2018, IAFOR
Works Discussed: Occupy the Screen, Peoples Screen
Key references: Bergson, H. 1900, Huhtamo, E. 2011, Lacan, J. 1966.
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Figure 3. Plotted timeline of publications and creative practice
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Figure 4. Publications timeline key
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For the purposes of rationalising the theoretical framework of this thesis I have
developed a third timeline that plots a range of theoretical and philosophical positions I
have encountered through my work, which have become key to articulating my findings
and influences over the past 30 years (see figure 5). Most of which have been drawn
directly from my publications, but by separating them out I have been able to better
understand how my own findings have been echoed in the thinking and ideas of key
theorists and how these discoveries have effected my further works. Rather than assuming
the creative practice is directly informed by the theoretical ideas of others, the timeline
illustrates an alternative rhizomatic approach, to borrow a Deleuzian model, in figure 5 on
page 22 to highlight the non-hierarchical flow of ideas between theory and practice
(Deleuze and Guattari 2004 [1980], pp. 3-28). The plotted timeline of connections between
publications and creative practice through key references (see figure 5) should be read in
all directions to better understand the process of reflection and conjecture in the realisation
of my work. The diverse mix of references is plotted across the centre of the timeline,
through which links are made back-and-forth between the plotted publications above and
the creative practice below. The key in figure 6 on page 23 provides details on the
particular theorist and specific sources referred to.
Through the process of plotting this timeline of connections between publications
and creative practice through key references I have been able to better identify the primary
objectives and outcomes of my research and the underlying framework I have applied. For
example, using the timeline in figure 5 it is possible to trace that…
Through the discovery of telepresent touch in ‘Telmatic Dreaming’ (i.) I concur
with Daniel Dennett’s cognitive explanations of consciousness (DD) and Roy Ascott’s
dispersed authorship (RA). That converge, via Jean Baudrillard (JB) in ‘There’s no
simulation like home’ (iii.) to find synergies with Jacques Lacan’s mirror stage (JL). I then
return to Dennett, the body and ‘Telematic Vision’ (ii.) in papers on user-determined
narratives (28) and (dis)embodiment (37) that echo Martin Heidegger’s being in the world
(MH) and Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s extension of bodily synthesis (MM). That point
towards the intimate encounters of ‘HEADROOM’ (v.) and holding telepresent hands in
‘Touched’ (ix.) to then find myself in an ontological discourse between Jean-Paul Sartre’s
gaze (JS) and Jacques Lacan’s mirror stage (JL).
The development of this timeline has provided me with the rationale to select the
most appropriate creative practice and relevant publications according to the
phenomenological framework the practice, publications and key references attest.
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Figure 5. Plotted timeline between publications and creative practice through key references
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Figure 6. Key references between publications and creative practice
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Phenomenological Framework
Much of the creative practice discussed in this thesis has been developed and presented in
many renowned arts and technology festivals and exhibitions in cultural and academic
settings. Such as the ZKM Centre for Art Media Karlsruhe, the Ars Electronica Centre and
Festival Linz, the Transmediale Berlin, the ICC InterCommunication Centre Tokyo, the
ISEA International Symposium of Electronic Art and the FACT Foundation for Art and
Creative Technology Liverpool, to mention a few. Full details of all exhibition venues and
institutions are included in ‘Appendix A’. Together with the conferences and symposia that
invariably accompanied these exhibitions the digital media arts context has provided an
international theoretical discourse to stage and address the development of my telematic
practice-based research and its phenomenological framework.
From my initial work with Roy Ascott and through the outcomes of my creative
practice this framework builds on the structuralist foundations of Ferdinand de Saussure’s
relationship between speech and the evolution of language as a structured system of signs
(Saussure 1990 [1915], pp. 65-70). Thereby understanding technology and telepresence as
an extension of language. A structure that is in a state of flux in the telematic exchange
between writer and reader through Roland Barthes’s post-structuralist assertion that the
creation of meaning lies with the reader – at the expense of the ‘Death of the Author’
(Barthes 1977 [1967]). The introduction and recognition of the telepresent body in my
work is acknowledged in Jacques Lacan’s ‘Mirror Stage’ formation of the ego through the
identification with an image of the self (Lacan 2003 [1966], pp. 1-8). These reflections and
frames of reference have helped underpin the kinaesthetic and proprioceptive nature of my
telepresent telematic practice – the awareness and manoeuvre of the self at a distance
through a telepresent signifier. This then manifests a phenomenological ontology of my
work, from Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s extension of the bodily synthesis (Merleau-Ponty
2012 [1945], p. 154) as a telepresesnt ‘phantom-body’, Martin Heidegger’s absorption of
the object ‘hammer’, or technology into the experience of being present (Heidegger 2001
[1953], pp. 195-203) and Jean-Paul Sartre’s existence of self when confronted with the
gaze of another (Sartre 2003 [1943], pp. 245-326) are all paralleled in the telematic
encounter with the telepresent other. This is further unpacked through cognitive science in
Daniel Dennett’s parallel processing model of consciousness (Dennett 1991, pp. 101-139)
and Roy Ascott’s technoetic model of the telematic mind (Ascott and Shanken, 2003, pp.
185-200). This phenomenological framework and its underpinning concepts will be
discussed in more detail in relation to the creative practice works.
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Reflective Practice
As referred to in both the rationalising of the timeline and my phenomenological
framework, the theories and concepts I have encountered through my practice are firstly
experienced within them; it is not until I have publicly installed and observed them that I
am able to articulate them through the concepts and philosophical discourses they reflect
and I arrive at through a process of action and reflection.
Since the beginnings of this body of work in the early 1990s I have continually
followed a reflective practice method of research, best described by Donald Schön’s
method of ‘reflection-in-action’ (Schön 1983, pp. 21-69). Each project has been
undertaken through an action-research process, whereby much of the development and
experimentation process occurs in the gallery venue and through reflection on the line out
video recordings from the installation. Unlike many other artists my work is not reliant on
studio practice and aligns itself with a site-specific practice-based approach that relies
significantly on audience engagement. The diagram in figure 7 on page 26 shows how I
follow my work through three stages of development. This commences with a period of
practice, which involves the creation of the installation [1] on site and the observation [2]
of audience participation through both line out video recordings and conversations with
those taking part. This is followed by its documentation through video recordings and
website archives and its dissemination [3] within the media arts context through public
presentations. The final stage in this process involves a period of theorisation, gathering
its reaction [4] through reviews, citations and interviews, which contributes towards my
theoretical reflection [5] on the action to inform both the development of my next
installation [1] and its conceptual articulation through accompanying academic papers.
Methods of reflective practice are adopted by a great number of digital media
artists by the very nature of their work that is interactive and experiential, either through
formal processes or informal tacit techniques. John Dewey, who influenced Donald
Schön’s ‘reflection-in-action’ (Schön 1983, pp. 21-69), proclaims the necessity to do so in
‘Art as Experience’, first published in 1934. New media curator and exponent of reflective
practice methods, Lizzie Muller clearly summarises the argument.
Dewey argues that research in art mistakes its own object by focusing on objects
rather than experience. He describes the dual existence of art as growing from the
experience of the artist and manifested in the audience's experience of the work. Dewey’s
words foreshadow a powerful movement within contemporary culture away from a focus
on objects and towards an emphasis on experience (Muller 2008).
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Figure 7. Reflective practice process

Empathy and Presence
The English dictionary description of ‘empathy’ is defined as ‘the ability to share another
person’s feelings and emotions as it they were your own’, a definition that is broadly
synonymous with ‘sympathy’ and often mistaken for it. In his book ‘Together: The Rituals,
Pleasures and Politics of Cooperation’ on the complexities of human coexistence,
sociologist Richard Sennett differentiates between sympathy as an embrace and empathy
as an encounter (Sennett 2013, p. 21). Rather than the internalised feelings of sympathy
through emotional acknowledgement of the other that activates ones own ego (Ibid),
empathy is essentially a dialogical exchange that attends to another person on his or her
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own terms (Ibid). “Empathy is a more demanding exercise, at least in listening; the listener
has to get outside him- or herself” (Sennett 2013, p. 21). This clarification of terms and
refinement on the definition of empathy through Sennett’s differentiation from sympathy is
key to the specific findings in this thesis. My telematic practice is dialogical without the
use of spoken words, involving geographically connected participants who listen and
respond – although not to sounds, but to visual cues that prompt their telepresent
interlocutors in improvised dialogues “outside him- or herself” (Ibid). Richard Sennett
describes the dialogical empathy between musicians in an orchestra through their exchange
of expressions and gestures to understand each other; work together and coexist in the
sounds they create (Sennett 2013, pp. 18-22). The audience performers coexist in the same
way in my selected telematic artworks through the empathetic telepresent dialogue they
engage in. They, too, cooperate through body language, movement and gesticulation.
This audience experience is integral within my telematic artworks, which simply
would not function without their presence and interactions within them. The participants
rapidly adopt performer roles by observing their coexistent body image within the same
telepresent space, represented on self-view video monitors in front of them. They quickly
begin to control and choreograph their human avatar representation of themselves as a
reflected mirror image. This unique opportunity to objectify the ‘self’, as well as the
‘other’ through one’s own gaze allows the participant a far greater sense of dialogical
agency in this performer role. The narrative that then unfolds is self-determined by the
performers, but the contexts and environments of the installation – the narrative set, are
pivotal to the outcomes of all these encounters. As an artist I am the creator of the system,
designer of the set and initiator of the narrative, which I provoke through the social and
cultural context that I choose to play out these telepresent dialogues within.
This sense of coexistent ‘telepresence’, derived from Mavin Minsky’s term
(Campanella 2000, p. 27) is simply defined as ‘presence’ in the context of this thesis. A
theoretical concept describing the extent to which we experience the world through our
body in mediated forms, in both physical and social environments. This definition of
presence is further underpinned by conflating the notions of ‘self’ and ‘other’ in the single
phenomenological encounter and coexistence within my telematic art practice. An
experience of being ‘together’ that simultaneously manifests sympathy in the embrace and
primarily empathy in the encounter (Sennett 2013, p. 21).
In Jacques Lacan’s seminal paper ‘The Mirror Stage as Formative of the Function
of the I as Revealed in Psychoanalytical Experience’ he describes the formation of the ego
via the process of self-identification in the mirror, the ‘self’ being the result of identifying
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with one’s own mirror image; a bodily wholeness constructed as if on stage in front of us
(Lacan 2003 [1966], pp. 1-8). This concept has become increasingly significant in the
development of my practice, where one can observe a similar process of identity
construction through a sign and signifier relationship between performer and human-avatar
in this digitally mirrored world. However, my work similarly concurs with Jean-Paul
Sartre’s provocation of the ‘gaze’ upon the other as confirmation of their presence; we
perceive ourselves being perceived and come to objectify ourselves in the same way we
are being objectified (Sartre 2003 [1943], pp. 245-326). Broadly speaking Sartre and Lacan
reach the same conclusion, but where they differ, in Lacan’s view of the self and Sartre’s
gaze of others, my telematic practice simultaneously conflates their positions together. In
my installations the participants not only share the reflection of the self but also the gaze
upon the other from the same remote camera location. They are effectively sharing the
same ‘eyes’ – the same point of view, where one’s gaze of the other and view of the self
are combined. The objectification of gaze is confronted on identical empathetic terms
through this process of sharing our presence in a third space environment from a single
viewpoint portal. Literally, seeing something from someone else’s point of view – which is
simultaneously your own. This is a similar position Maurice Merleau-Ponty describes in
his essay ‘The Child’s Relations with Others’ (Merleau-Ponty 1964) drawn from his child
psychology lecture series at the Sorbonne. Merleau-Ponty shares Sartre’s “quasi-presence”
(1964, p. 133) and accepts Lacan’s “specular I” (1964, p. 136) in what constitutes the
objectification of the self and the other in the specular image, as Merleau-Ponty states.
I understand all the more easily that what is in the mirror is my image for being
able to represent to myself the other’s viewpoint on me; and, inversely, I understand all the
more the experience the other can have of me for seeing myself in the mirror in the aspect I
offer him (Merleau-Ponty 1964, p. 136).
This phenomenological account of empathy and presence is experienced and
explored within the following descriptions and reflections on my creative practice through
a range of technical approaches and cultural contexts.
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Telematic Dreaming (1992)
The selected creative practice covered in this thesis began in June 1992 with the
development and presentation of ‘Telematic Dreaming’, an experimental telepresence
performance installation produced for the summer exhibition at the Kajaani Art Museum in
Finland, curated by Marita Liulia and sponsored by the Finnish Telecom. The summer
exhibition was entitled ‘Koti’ (home) in reference to Jean Baudrillard’s notion of the
“telematic private sphere” (1988 [1987], p. 16) where we exist as “terminals of multiple
networks” (Ibid) in his essay ‘The Ecstasy of Communication’ (1988 [1987]).
Baudrillard’s assertion, and in particular access to the latest videoconferencing technology
from the Finnish Telecom motivated me to propose and develop ‘Telematic Dreaming’,
originating a unique method of performing a third person experience of telepresence.
Linked through customized videoconferencing technologies between the Kajaani Art
Museum and the Finnish Telecom’s Telegalleria in Helsinki.
Technical description of Telematic Dreaming:
A video camera in the Helsinki Telegalleria picked up a birds-eye view above
myself on a queen-size double bed (see figure 8), which was the exact same aspect ratio
(3:4) as the PAL video format of the time. The camera image of myself on the bed was
sent to the Kajaani Art Museum via videoconference and projected down onto another
double bed of the same size, upon which a gallery visitor was also laying (see figure 9). A
further camera, situated next to the video projector in Kajaani captured the superimposed
images of my projected body and the gallery visitor together on the same bed (see figure
10). This combined telepresent image was then fed back via videoconference to screens
surrounding my bed in Helsinki (see figures 11 & 12), enabling me to monitor and control
my body at a distance in Kajaani and thereby allow the participants to physically interact.
Whilst the ‘Koti’ exhibition directly referenced the critical media discourse of the
time, through Baudrillard’s assertion of “one’s private living space as a monitoring screen
endowed with telematic power” (Baudrillard 1988 [1987], p. 16), ‘Telematic Dreaming’
was the only work in the show that used digital media in its production and specifically
telematic technology. However, the results of ‘Telematic Dreaming’, which was a
complete experiment at the time (see figure 13), challenged Baudrillard’s vision that the
object as the mirror of the subject is disappearing and “our very bodies are becoming
monitoring screens” (Ibid).
‘Telematic Dreaming’ provided a stage for extending the body, rather than losing
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it, as Baudrillard would have it. The remote ‘digital other’ body was no less of a simulation
than its carbon original. Its physical movements were taking place locally whilst its cause
and effects were taking place remotely – simply extending the sensory inputs from the
cognitive process. ‘Telematic Dreaming’ and its inferences of intimacy and dream states
extended telepresence beyond the screen to spatialize the site of interaction and transform
it into a live theatrical event in which visitors were key performers, exploring presence,
absence and the psychology of human interaction within technologically mediated space.
These outcomes were first published in ‘From Telematic Man to Heaven 194.94.211.200’
(Sermon 1997), included in the selected publications accompanying this thesis.
Analysis and reflections on Telematic Dreaming:
As the participants begin to discover this telematic shared space and the potentiality
of this new immersive coexistence, the telematc technology (tools) and geographical
distances involved were of least concern and essentially become invisible, and increasingly
more so the longer the participants interacted on the bed. Aided by the complexity of this
public bed surface and the challenging invitation to share it, these kinaesthetic encounters
were far from contemplations of the network hardware. In many ways this reflects the
ontological claim that Martin Heidegger makes in ‘Being and Time’ (2001 [1953]) with
the example of a ‘hammer’ (tool) as having two states. An innate object when not in use,
what Heidegger refers to as “present-at-hand” (Heidegger 2001 [1953], p. 200) or as a tool
in use; the result of which is the primary focus of our attention, whereby the object itself
disappears, in a state that is “ready-to-hand” (Ibid). The analogy goes even further when
we consider the break down in the network technology of ‘Telematic Dreaming’, which
occurred on numerous occasions, returning the audience participant to the immediate
individual state of their experience, reflecting on the technology around them and what has
happened – a third state that Heidegger refers to as “un-ready-to-hand” (Heidegger 2001
[1953], p. 103) when the hammer/tool should break whilst in use. In Heidegger’s
experiment the invisible hammer has essentially become an extension of the body, or what
Maurice Merleau-Ponty calls the “extension of the bodily synthesis” (Merleau-Ponty 2012
[1945], p. 154) when referring to the experience of our own body and its sensory shift from
the surface of the skin to the tip of a blind person’s stick.
One is tempted to say that through the sensations produced by the pressure of the
stick on the hand, the blind man builds up the stick along with its various positions, and
that the latter then mediate a second order object, the external thing. The stick is no longer
an object perceived by the blind man, but an instrument with which he perceives. It is a
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bodily auxiliary, an extension of the bodily synthesis (Merleau-Ponty 2012 [1945], p. 154).
In ‘Telematic Dreaming’ the extension of the bodily synthesis occurs in the same
way through our proprioception of the telepresnt body image, like a ‘phantom limb/body’,
where the sense of touch has shifted from our hands to our eyes. The blind person’s stick
in this case being the telepresent body at a distance that places our finger nerve endings
within the auxiliary body image, where a shift of senses occurs – touching with our eyes as
if we are touching with our hands. In the same way a blind person will rely on the sensory
input of touch (as well as other senses) in the absence of sight, the feeling of touch in
‘Telematic Dreaming’ is reliant on the sense of sight. Not unlike the visual sensory input
of pain that is often stimulated prior to the momentarily numbed nerve endings of the
tissue at the cause of it – the cognitive process of pain taking place via the eyes –
regardless of where they are located.
In ‘Telematic Dreaming’ the geographically remote location of the participants has
no significant effect on their engagement within the installation. The network latency
between them appears to even enhance the level of concentration and coexistence in this
telepresent encounter, slowing down the interactions and exchanges across this telematic
connection that are effectively processed in parallel within the conscious experience of the
whole. An account that reflects the argument that Cognitive Scientist Daniel Dennett puts
forward as a ‘multiple drafts’ (versus the ‘Cartesian theatre’) (1991) model of
consciousness, a parallel processing of asynchronous sensory inputs in millisecond delays
that constitute a conscious narrative experience.
All varieties of perception – indeed all varieties of thought or mental activity – are
accomplished in the brain by parallel, multitrack processes of interpretation and
elaboration of sensory inputs. Information entering the nervous system is under continuous
‘editorial revision’ (Dennett 1991, p. 111).
In ‘Telematic Dreaming’ these asynchronous sensory delays are greatly
exaggerated, due to the latency of the videoconferencing network connection, sometimes
taking up to 1.5 seconds between the moment of cause and effect, or between sign and
signifier. Resulting in experiencing the cognitive process in slow motion – sorting and
processing of events in parallel, during the momentary lapses of time between the
interactions that race back and forth between the corporal and telepresent body. In short,
when one participant reached out and touched the other there would be a brief pause to
contemplate the outcome before the other participant responded. This momentary delay in
‘Telematic Dreaming’ provided a more immersive and compelling experience, isolating
the telematic existence in its own spatial and temporal context (Sermon 1997).
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The isolation and focus of the encounter afforded a conscious experience in slow
motion that enabled the cognitive ease for extending the bodily synthesis in this telematic
space. This was intensified by the ‘bed’ and its connotations of intimacy that consumes
participant’s thoughts and interactions, whilst the process of sensory shift takes place
automatically; a heightened experience when the technology involved has become “readyto-hand” (Heidegger 2001 [1953], p. 200) or extraneous to the primary point of importance
– the bed surface. From the observations I have made of ‘Telematic Dreaming’, in the 29
presentations of it since its development in 1992, participants were consistently initially
hesitant about interacting on the bed surface due to its public context and the implications
of it – reasons I can completely appreciate myself. An example of this apprehension
occurred when I presented ‘Telematic Dreaming’ in Austria, linked between the Ars
Electronica Centre in Linz and the Kulturvermerke Symposium in Gmunden in 1996, when
a man had been standing a metre away from the bed watching the projected body for
almost twenty minutes, he took the plunge and dived onto the bed to embrace a new virtual
participant who had just arrived, shouting ‘mein frau, mein frau!’ I later learned it was
actually the man’s wife, and earlier that day they had decided to attend two different
gallery openings on the same evening; she wanted to attend an opening in Linz and he
wanted to attend an opening he heard about in Gumunden, little did either of them know,
they were in fact attending the same telematic event. It was as if the surprise of seeing his
wife ‘broke the ice’ and the need to disclose this telematic coincidence, provided him with
the confidence he needed to enter the space. A similar response occurred in 2003 when I
presented ‘Telmatic Dreaming’ for the Sonar Festival at MACBA Museu d'Art
Contemporani de Barcelona. On observing a long queue of people wanting to visit the
installation I had to weave my way through a large crowd of people around the bed to see
what was happening. Only to discover they were all staring at an empty bed. The potential
for what could happen was as compelling to them as the spectacle that was about to start.
However, once the participants overcame the initial awkwardness of entering the
bed, they became far less concerned about the consequence of their immediate
surroundings and corporal bodily existence, and far more attuned with their telematic
bodily synthesis. So much so, that it became increasingly difficult to then exit from the bed
and return to the original state, creating a disruption in their conscious experience, or as
Heidegger would have it, a state of being “un-ready-to-hand” (2001 [1953], p. 103).
From my own experience and through conversations with others taking part, being
able to communicate in the actual space and the telematic space simultaneously was almost
impossible. As Gabriella Giannachi identifies and explains in her analysis of ‘Telematic
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Dreaming’, “What emerges here is the proposition that the more absorbing or engaging the
telematic action, the less likely it is that a participant is able to perceive of themselves in
both the physical and a virtual world” (Giannachi 2011, p 101). This phenomena points to
the singular experience of self in the telematic space, the ‘here and now’ of my ‘being’ is
in the tele-present, in the same way I experience and perfect the phenomena of brushing
‘my’ hair in the mirror – a point I will return to momentarily.
In 1994 I presented ‘Telematic Dreaming’ in Amsterdam for the third time since it
was first developed in Finland. The exhibition, entitled ‘Ik + De Ander’ (I + The Other)
was shown at the ‘Beurs van Berlage’ (Amsterdam’s former stock exchange building)
from 16 June to 14 August, 1994, curated by Ine Gevers and Jeanne van Heeswijk. For this
particular group exhibition ‘Telematic Dreaming’ was linked via video cable between a
public video projection space and a disclosed performance room within the same building
for the three-month duration of the show. During this time I commissioned dancer,
choreographer and writer Susan Kozel to participate in the disclosed performance room for
four weeks (see figure 14). Kozel went on to write a vivid account of her reactions whilst
performing in the installation in ‘Spacemaking: Experiences of a Virtual Body’ for the
Laban Dance Theatre Journal in 1994. Kozel reflected on the level of empathy and trust
built up between herself as the sole performer and the visiting public participants over
time, and ultimately how this experience affected both her and those taking part. “Some
felt protective toward me, or stayed on the bed because they didn't want me to be alone in
my virtual world (see figures 15 and 16). Others claimed to have been ‘changed’ by the
experience” (1994). Kozel’s detailed description of varying encounters, from initial touch
to physical intimacy further evidence the phenomenological interpretations I have
observed and experienced myself.
On the complexity of exiting ‘Telematic Dreaming’, Kozel observes a state of
change and lasting effect. “Yet what intrigues me is the return to the body which is implied
by any voyage beyond it. Once plunged back into flesh, what has changed?” (Kozel 1994)
This marked experience leaves participants with something learned and gained from the
installation and their telematic extension of the bodily synthesis. This is an observation I
share, from my own experiences as a performer in the first presentation of ‘Telematic
Dreaming’ in 1992. Whilst I returned to a corporal state of existence, a lasting neurological
effect from this shift of senses still remained through my learnt experience, in much the
same way the blind person will build on their experiences through the auxiliary extension
of the stick or how we perfect the ability to brush our own hair in the mirror. But key to
this thesis, is what we have rapidly learnt and improved on mutually through our shared
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experiences with our telepresent collaborators and coexistence, which is a recurring
phenomenon throughout the selected creative practice.

Figure 8. Paul Sermon participating as a performer in ‘Telemtic Dreaming’ at Helsinki Telegalleria, 1992

Figure 9. Projected performer and audience participant in ‘Telematic Dreaming’ at Kajaani Art Museum
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Figure 10. Line out video stills from ‘Telematic Dreaming’ of superimposed projected body and gallery
visitor together on the same bed, relayed via videoconference between Helsinki and Kajaani, 1992
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Figure 11. Interacting through video screens surrounding the bed at the Helsinki Telegalleria, 1992

Figure 12. Paul Sermon performing in ‘Telematic Dreaming’ at the Helsinki Telegalleria, 1992
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Figure 13. Initial sketch of ‘Telematic Dreaming’ experiment and proposal for the ‘Koti’ exhibition at the
Kajaani Art Museum used to explain video projector, mirror and camera arrangement above bed, and
preview monitors on each side of the bed, 1992
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Figure 14. Projected image of Susan Kozel interacting with a gallery participant in ‘Telematic Dreaming’
for the exhibition ‘Ik + De Ander’ in Amsterdam 1994

Figure 15. Video still from ‘Telematic Dreaming’ of line out telepresnt feed of projected body (Susan Kozel)
and gallery visitor together on the same telepresent bed in Amsterdam, 1994
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Figure 16. Video still from ‘Telematic Dreaming’ of line out telepresnt feed of projected body (Susan Kozel)
and gallery visitor together on the same telepresent bed in Amsterdam, 1994

Figure 17. ‘Telematic Dreaming’ projection bed, presented for the 29th time since 1992, at the Es Baluard
Museum of Contemporary Art in Palma de Mallorca, 2011
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Telematic Vision (1993)
Following the dissemination of the outcomes from ‘Telemtic Dreaming’ and the interest it
received from the international digital media arts community, I was invited to the ZKM
Centre for Art and Media in Karlsruhe, Germany for a twelve month residency by Jeffrey
Shaw, artist and director of the ZKM Institute for Visual Media. Providing me the
opportunity to reflect on ‘Telematic Deaming’ with the aim to produce a new piece for the
ZKM Multimediale III exhibition in October 1993. This resulted in the development and
realisation of ‘Telematic Vision’
On reviewing ‘Telmatic Dreaming’ through the process of ‘reflection-in-action’
(Schön 1983, pp. 21-69) mentioned earlier, it became apparent that the heightened and
more acute sense of telepresence, encountered through a ‘digital other’, was by watching
the screens that surrounded each of the beds showing the live ‘line out’ video feed of the
projected body and the gallery visitor, superimposed together. Whilst the projection on the
bed provided a visually captivating interface, it drew the gallery participant into a first
person relationship with the projected body, interacting by simply touching the projection.
Upon further reflection the gallery participants actually preferred to rely on the two screens
on either side of the bed (see figure 17) to navigate and control their interactions, but more
importantly, preferring to shift their experience into the reflected telematic third space.
‘Telematic Vision’ therefore relied purely on video screens. Removing the
superimposed video projection technique from the installation by replacing it with a
system of live ‘chroma-keying’ (blue/green-screen technology) between video screens in
two remote locations, to explore this further. By focusing on the ‘screen’ my attention
quickly turned to the ‘television’ as both an installation ‘object’ and interface, but most
significantly its inseparable social relationship with the ‘sofa’, from where it is viewed.
This was a scenario and development on ‘Telematic Vision’ I explored quite literally in my
later installation ‘Front Room’ (2010) for the FutureEverything Festival in Manchester (see
figure 30). The original ‘Telmatic Vision’ proof of concept was sketched out (see figure
18) and tested by chroma-keying/compositing live and recorded video footage of myself
sat on the same sofa (see figure 19) before arriving at the final installation design and
proposal for the ZKM Multimediale III exhibition (see figures 20 and 21).
Technical description of Telematic Vision:
For the exhibition two identical bespoke blue sofas were constructed with very high
backs to situate the seated participant in an entirely blue area. These were located
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approximately two kilometres apart at the ‘Badisches Landesmuseum: Museum beim
Markt’ and the ‘ZKM Centre for Art and Media’ in the city of Karlsruhe. In front of each
sofa stood a large video screen and camera above it. The video camera in each location
captured an oblique view of the sofa in front of it. The image of a participant sat on the
blue sofa at the Badisches Landesmuseum (see figure 22) was sent via videoconference
over fibre-optic telephone lines to the ZKM and was chroma-keyed/composited on top of
the camera image of another participant on the sofa at ZKM – replacing the blue sofa in the
Landesmuseum image with an image of the blue sofa at ZKM, which was previously
composited on a live television feed. The combined image of the separate participants
sitting together on a sofa, textured with live television images was then displayed on the
monitors in front of each sofa simultaneously in the Badisches Landesmuseum and the
ZKM Centre for Art and Media (see figure 23). In order to provide the participants with
180º of control, observation and movement two more video screens, displaying the same
composite line out image, were added to both locations, standing one meter away from the
arms of each sofa (see figures 24 and 25) (Sermon 1997).
In addition to looking at the large screen straight on, the screens on each side of the
sofas provided a significant enhancement to the spatial sense of presence encountered in
the installation. Providing a means of both observation and displacement of the self further
into the telematic telepresent space at the same time. When one participant looked left at a
screen and the other participant looked to the screen on their right they immediately caught
each other’s gaze in intimate close proximity. However, this is observed from the point of
view of the camera, capturing their profile shots looking deep into each other’s eyes from a
shared external view; in effect removing their internalised view to a remote observation
outside of their face-to-face encounter. Constituting the objectification of the self and the
other in the specular image, as alluded to earlier (Merleau-Ponty 1964, p. 136). This
technical addition to ‘Telamatic Vision’ and its phenomenological encounter with intimacy
became the focus of ‘HEADROOM’ (2006), discussed later in this thesis.
In keeping with its reference to television, the 1993 premiere of ‘Telematic Vision’
in Karlsruhe also included the use of ‘television remote controls’. Allowing the ZKM
participant the opportunity to zap through the plethora of European satellite TV channels,
changing the context of their telematic encounter from ‘soap opera’ to ‘news report’ at the
press of button. By way of reply, the participant at the Landesmuseum could apply
subtitles to the montaged telepresent video output, randomly selecting overlaid
authoritative commands and warnings by pressing buttons on a custom made remote
control; shifting between their role as either passive couch-potato or active performer in
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their engagement with the installation. Ultimately, the audience favoured the latter role, for
reasons I described and defined shortly after its development, as follows.
Analysis and reflections on Telematic Vision:
The viewers in ‘Telematic Vision’ assumed the function of the installation and sat
down on the sofas to watch television. At this point they entered the telematic space,
watching a live image of themselves sat on a sofa next to each other. They started to
explore the space and discover they were now in complete physical control of a telepresent
body that can interact with another person. The more intimate and sophisticated the
interaction became, the further they entered into the telematic space. The division between
the remote telepresent body and actual physical body disappeared; leaving only one body
that existed in and between both locations. Assisted by the object of the sofa and the
scenario of the television, consciousness was extended, residing within their interactions.
‘Telematic Vision’ was a vacant space of potentiality. It was nothing without the presence
of a viewer and the interactions of a user who created their own television programme by
becoming the voyeurs of their own spectacle (Sermon 2007, p. 429).
From reviewing the extensive amount of recorded ‘line out’ video footage from
‘Telmatic Vision’ it was clear that humour and play were significantly present in the
interactions and narratives explored by the participating audiences (see figure 26). This
was both a reaction and distraction to the intimacy implied by the sofa. Unlike the bed in
‘Telematic Dreaming’ it was more playful and open, its implied agency reflected the TV
‘show’ performer/comic role (Sermon 2018). A significant contribution to this increased
agency was the deliberate absence of audio communication in the installation. By not using
sound the participant/performer was prompted to communicate in a melodramatic style
akin to a silent movie – encouraging the use of gesture and body movements to
communicate with the fellow participant. By restricting verbal communication the
participant was further entranced in their disembodied and re-embodied telepresent state,
without the localised internal distraction of their own voice, allowing a far less selfconscious experience. Embodying the telepresent body in ‘Telematic Vision’ was like
controlling a marionette puppet – from the body and the hand of the operator, through the
strings and into the body of the animated puppet – returning us to Heidegger’s ‘hammer’.
The animated puppet being the primary focus of our attention, whereby the puppet object
disappears in an embodied state that is “ready-to-hand” (Heidegger 2001 [1953], p. 200).
In 1995 I had the opportunity to work with two technicians who were both German
sign language users, on an exhibition of ‘Telmatic Vision’ at the CeBIT technology fair in
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Hannover, Germany for the Deutsche Telekom – connected between two exhibition halls.
Having almost completed the installation set up, without audio communication enabled,
the two technicians working in the separate exhibition halls preceded to use sign language
via ‘Telematic Vision’ to discuss some final camera adjustments. They soon became
particularly animated through their exchanges, extending beyond technical conversations
to complex interactions and performances – playing, joking and ‘talking’ purely by visual
means. In the same way Maurice Merleau-Ponty described the blind man’s stick as an
extension of bodily synthesis (Merleau-Ponty 2012 [1945], p. 154); extending the nerve
endings to the end of the stick, the technicians conversations were extended into the
telepresent specular image through the extension of their sign language. Echoing Roy
Ascott’s definition of telepresence in his 1996 taxonomy of ‘Technoetic Aesthetics – 100
Terms and Definitions for the Post-Biological Era’ “Telepresence: … In telematic art, our
telepresence is distributed throughout the Internet. We are both here and there, out-of-body
and reembodied, dematerialised, and reconfigured at one and the same time” (Ascott and
Shanken 2003 [1996], p. 382).
‘Telematic Vision’ remains part of the ZKM’s permanent collection and I am told it
continues to be extremely popular with the public. It has since been exhibited in Karlsruhe
for a range of exhibitions, including ‘Imagining Media@ZKM’ in 2009 (see figure 27) and
‘Art in Motion – 100 Masterpieces with and through Media’ curated by Peter Weibel and
Siegfried Zielinski in 2018 (see figures 28 and 29). One of the most notable exhibitions of
‘Telematic Vision’ was for the Lyon Biennale in 1995, when it was exhibited alongside
Nam June Paik’s 1963 Wuppertal series ‘Exposition of Music-Electronic Television’. Paik
had not appeared until the opening day, which he then spent sitting on the ‘Telematic
Vision’ sofa, delighting in interacting with the public, between taking numerous
interviews; insisting on doing them all on the sofa. On observing the interactions I was
poignantly reminded of Nam June Paik’s ‘TV-Buddha’ series of sculptures from 1974,
involving a small stature of the Buddha sat facing a video camera and television screen,
displaying a live image of the Buddha statue to itself, in a feedback loop between object
and subject. The work clearly draws an analogy with ‘Telematic Vision’ and might explain
Paik’s enthusiasm for it. There have been numerous interpretations of Paik’s ‘TV-Buddha’
series, mainly pertaining to television and the demise of spirituality. But for me, it is
simply the Buddha’s identification of self in the specular video image that is most
profound. After all, the Buddha was only human, identifying with his own mirror image
(Lacan 2003 [1966], pp. 1–8). Jacques Lacan’s sign and signifier relationship between
performer and human-avatar alluded to here was explored through my subsequent works,
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in particular the next selected piece of creative practice ‘There’s no simulation like home’
from 1999, which directly encountered Lacan’s Mirror Stage.

Figure 18. ‘Telematic Vision’ proof of concept sketch, 1993
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Figure 19. Testing ‘Telematic Vision’ chroma-keying concept with live and recorded video footage, 1993

Figure 20. ‘Telematic Vision’ installation design, modelled by Tamás Waliczky ZKM, 1993
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Figure 21. ‘Telematic Vision’ installation proposal for ‘ZKM Multimediale III’ exhibition, October 1993
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Figure 22. Participant on the sofa in ‘Telematic Vision’ at the ‘Badisches Landesmuseum: Museum beim
Markt’ for the ‘ZKM Multimediale III’ exhibition, October 1993

Figure 23. Composited image of separate participants sitting together on a sofa of television images, 1993
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Figure 24. Participant at the Landesmuseum observing body movements on side video screens, 1993

Figure 25. Participants on the ‘Telematic Vision’ sofa at the ‘ZKM Centre for Art and Media’ for the ‘ZKM
Multimediale III’ exhibition, October 1993
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Figure 26. Video stills from line out footage of composited image of separate participants sitting and
interacting together in ‘Telematic Vision’ for the ‘ZKM Multimediale III’ exhibition, October 1993
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Figure 27. ‘Telematic Vision’ exhibited in the ‘Imagining Media@ZKM’ exhibition at the ZKM Centre for
Art and Media, 2009

Figure 28. ‘Telematic Vision’ sofa and screen, exhibited in ‘Art in Motion – 100 Masterpieces with and
through Media’ at the ZKM Centre for Art and Media, photograph: Tobias Wootton, 2018
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Figure 29. ‘Telematic Vision’ screen and camera, exhibited in ‘Art in Motion – 100 Masterpieces with and
through Media’ at the ZKM Centre for Art and Media, photograph: Tobias Wootton, 2018

Figure 30. ‘Front Room’ an installation development on the ‘Telematic Vision’ concept for the
FutureEverything Festival in Manchester linked to the MASP Museum in Sao Paulo, 2010
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There’s no simulation like home (1999)
Between 1992 and 1999 I presented both ‘Telematic Dreaming’ and ‘Telematic Vision’ on
over thirty occasions around the world, as well as developing a new installation ‘The
Tables Turned, A Telematic Scene on the Same Subject’ in 1997; operating in a similar
way to ‘Telamtic Vision’ using a table interface. I will refer to the table installation in this
section through ‘There’s no simulation like home’ (1999) and also later through the
inclusion and discussion of ‘Peace Talks’ (2003), being specifically relevant to this thesis.
After completing these works involving beds, sofas and tables it became apparent that the
human environment had become a significant aspect of my work through these domestic
objects and interfaces. This also echoes the exhibition theme for the original development
of ‘Telematic Dreaming’ in Finland for the ‘Koti’ (home) exhibition, derived from
Baudrillard’s notion of ‘home’ as the “telematic private sphere” (1988 [1987], p. 16).
In December 1999 I developed and produced ‘There’s no simulation like home’ at
the Fabrica Gallery in Brighton, commissioned by Lighthouse Media Centre Brighton for
the exhibition series ‘Event Coast’. This provided me with the opportunity to include
‘Telematic Dreaming’ (see figure 31) and ‘Telematic Vision’ (see figure 32) as well as the
additional table interface and a new piece employing a bathroom mirror within one
complete walk-through installation – staged as a domestic home environment. It was
through the realisation of ‘There’s no simulation like home’ and specifically its bathroom
mirror experiment that I first became aware of Jacque Lacan’s writing on ‘The Mirror
Stage as Formative of the Function of the I as Revealed in Psychoanalytical Experience’
(Lacan 2003 [1966], pp. 1-8). Brought to my attention through a structuralist analysis of
the work. This will be discussed momentarily, but it is important to note, in respect of my
‘refection-in-action’ method that I became aware of this synergy with Lacan following the
development of the installation as a result of it, rather than before as an influence on it.
Description of the installation; There’s no simulation like home:
The ‘home’ installation occupied the central area of the Fabrica Gallery, a former
church in the centre of Brighton, containing four rooms, which were linked via video
cables to their counterpart interfaces outside the installation in the surrounding area of the
gallery. The exterior walls of the installation resembled the back of a plasterboard stage
set, or as if the bricks of a house had been removed to reveal the back of its inner
plasterboard skin. Electricity and video cables were traced and attached all around the
exterior surface of the structure, looking like a large circuit board (see figure 33). The
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installation was designed on a typical floor plan of an English terraced house and by using
a walk-through narrative sequence, from front door to back door, the audience encountered
differing telepresent interfaces in each of the four rooms: the living room sofa, the
bedroom, the dining room table and the bathroom mirror. Before entering the installation
the audience had the possibility to view the installation through a series of peepholes
positioned along the plasterboard exterior (see figure 33). Offering a passive mode of
viewing other participants who were already inside, navigating their way through the
installation as performers within it.
Inside the installation the audience were encompassed within a simulated domestic
home environment, exemplified in the dimensions of the rooms, the wood-chip wallpaper,
the light fittings, skirting board and wall sockets. The living room sofa and television
screen formed the first telematic link (see figure 34) outside the installation space, where a
second sofa and video monitor were located. By using a system of live chroma-keying the
two separate participants shared the same sofa on the same telepresent screen. In the
bedroom the audience performer could lay down on a bed onto which a live video
projection was being made of another person, who was located outside the installation
space on a second bed (see figure 35). A video image of the combined participants together
on the projection bed allowed the viewers to interact in a telepresent space by ‘touching
with their eyes’, as discussed earlier in ‘Telematic Dreaming’.
The dining room table was the third telematic interface linked to its outside
counterpart table (see figure 36). Also working with a system of live chroma-keying
between two separate tables, the remote participants were able to sit at the same table in
the same telepresent room. The table presented a less intimidating platform for interaction,
prompting different kinds of behaviour and characteristics in their performance – in the
form of games, discussions and confrontations. The final room and interface the audience
participant confronted before exiting out the back door, was the bathroom mirror (see
figure 37). What initially appeared to be a normal mirror lacked one essential element – the
viewer’s own reflected image. A momentary illusion that was only revealed when the
participant realised the mirror was in fact a window into an identical room.
Reflections on There’s no simulation like home:
Whilst the audience participant perfected their performative techniques as they
moved through the installation and became more accustomed to their new telepresent
embodiment – they were finally denied the most simple telepresent phenomena they expect
from a mirror. This was intended as a closing reminder, that the telepresent experience
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they had learnt to accept was no different from that of a mirror. Upon later reflection and
discussion through my essay ‘The Emergence of User/Performer Determined Narratives in
Telematic Environments’ (2009) I drew the analogy between the embodiment of the
telepresent ‘other’ in ‘There’s no simulation like home’ with Lacan’s formation of the ‘I’
in the specular image, proclaiming “[w]e have only to understand the mirror stage ‘as an
identification’, in the full sense that analysis gives to the term: namely, the transformation
that takes place in the subject when he assumes an image” (Lacan 2003 [1966], p. 2).
Which concluded that “by representing the domestic reality inside the installation as a
fabrication of the technological apparatus outside, ‘There’s no simulation like home’
attempted to present all realities as a construct of language” (Sermon 2009, p. 151).
External installation description; There’s no simulation like home:
After encountering the bathroom mirror and exiting out the back door, the
participant discovers the external bed, sofa and table interfaces outside the installation.
These external interfaces communicated a contrasting atmosphere to the domestic interior
of the installation; the technology was very visible, like a ‘back-stage environment’. They
appeared as areas of control and observation of some kind of psychological experiment
occurring inside the installation. Video images from small surveillance cameras concealed
inside the installation were being constantly displayed on monitors outside. This sense of
demarcation between the performer inside and the observer/controller outside was a central
focus of ‘There’s no simulation like home’ at the time and follows the discussion made
earlier concerning ‘Telematic Dreaming’ and the difficulty participants had in being able
to perceive of themselves in both the physical and the telepresent space simultaneously, as
having two separate states.
Analysis of There’s no simulation like home:
Once the audience participant enters this space they immediately represent two
dynamic performer roles; consciously as the controller, or puppeteer, of their own avatar
performer, yet unaware of their secondary performing role to the off camera members of
the audience. Who are themselves awaiting the next available slot on the telematic stage –
soon to be sharing in this split dynamic (Sermon 2009, p. 146).
Entering the space implied transcending a conscious state from carbon controller to
a telepresent body, in a newfound specular coexistence, which becomes as readily accepted
as the mirror. In 2004 I reproduced ‘There’s no simulation like home’ and renamed it, ‘At
home with Jacque Lacan’ for the Biennale of Electronic Arts Perth, Australia, making a
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direct reference to ‘The Mirror Stage’. After explaining the function of the mirror in the
installation to a group of students, one of them suddenly announced “I didn't actually
realise I wasn't in the mirror.” He had accepted the existence and phenomena of the mirror,
regardless of his own absence, in the same way participants in ‘There’s no simulation like
home’ were acquiring the existence and acceptance of the ‘self’ in the telepresent specular
image of home, regardless of its telematic mediated form.

Figure 31. Reworking of ‘Telematic Dreaming’(1992) for ‘There’s no simulation like home’ at Fabrica
Gallery in Brighton, 1999

Figure 32. Participants exchange heads in a reworking of ‘Telematic Vision’ (1993) for ‘There’s no
simulation like home’ at Fabrica Gallery in Brighton, 1999
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Figure 33. Exterior views and close ups of the fabricated ‘home’ installation ‘There’s no simulation like
home’ at Fabrica Gallery in Brighton, 1999
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Figure 34. Participants interacting between the living room sofa and the external sofa interface in ‘There’s
no simulation like home’ at Fabrica Gallery in Brighton, 1999
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Figure 35. Participants interacting and playing between the beds in ‘There’s no simulation like home’ at
Fabrica Gallery in Brighton, 1999
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Figure 36. Participants interacting, conversing and playing games over the table in ‘There’s no simulation
like home’ at Fabrica Gallery in Brighton, 1999
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Figure 37. Participants encountering and discovering their absence in the mirror in ‘There’s no simulation
like home’ at Fabrica Gallery in Brighton, 1999
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Peace Talks (2003)
Following the inclusion of the table interface in ‘There’s no simulation like home’ (1999)
and the inferred formalities and encounters across it, the telematic table was further
explored in the context of the installation ‘Peace Talks’ in 2003. Both installations were
consequently discussed in my essay and later book chapter ‘The Emergence of
User/Performer Determined Narratives in Telematic Environments’ in ‘Interactive Media
Arts’ (2009), edited by Antoni Porczak. ‘Peace Talks’ was commissioned by FACT
(Foundation for Art and Creative Technology) for the BitParts Exhibition in February
2003, linked across the city of Worcester in England, using an Internet videoconference
connection between Worcester City Art Gallery and Worcester Guildhall.
Put into context, ‘Peace Talks’ opened on 1st February 2003, just two weeks before
one of the largest ever anti-war demonstrations took place in London, as well as other
cities across the world on the 15th February 2003 in opposition to the imminent war in
Iraq. According to BBC News, between six and eleven million people took part in protests
in up to sixty countries. Much of the global opposition that preceded the demonstrations
was of the opinion that diplomatic talks and peace negotiations had not been fully explored
in resolving the situation and avoiding war. The telematic installation ‘Peace Talks’ was a
direct response to this worldwide felt concern.
Description of the Peace Talks installation:
Identical rooms containing a table and chair were located in the two separate
exhibition spaces. The only difference was the colour of each room. The entire room and
table at Worcester Guildhall was painted ‘chroma-key green’ (see figure 38) and the
complete room and furniture at Worcester City Art Gallery was painted ‘chroma-key blue’
(see figure 39). Using identically positioned cameras in each of the rooms it was possible
to composite/chroma-key the two room views together, placing the separate participants at
the same telepresent table (see figure 40). In addition a computer generated 3D model of a
peace negotiations room and table was mapped and composited within the image. Thereby
placing the remote participants into a simulated United Nations Peace Talks scene,
appearing as if they are sitting on opposite sides of the same peace negotiations table.
Unique to the ‘Peace Talks’ installation, the participants observed the space, and
their shared existence within it via head-mounted-video-displays, normally used for
viewing DVDs – a technology originally developed by Sony in the late 1990s (the Sony
PLM-50 ‘Glasstron’ personal LCD monitor was a head-mounted system that enabled
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individuals to watch video equivalent to that of a 52-inch screen). Importantly, this was not
intended for a virtual reality experience, it simply presented 2D video in an immersive
head-mounted-display. By wearing a pair of these headset-glasses in ‘Peace Talks’ the
participants view of themselves was no longer restricted to the location of the screens
around them, as in previous telematic installations. Instead they could simply look in any
direction and still have a complete view of the scene from the fixed camera position. In
effect, removing their eyes from their head and locating them within the camera on which
they rely to navigate within the space, resulting in a complete telepresent sense of
immersion. The only downside was that the image of themselves, particularly their face
was obscured by the head-mounted-display (HMD) they were wearing and was visually
distracting for some participants, which is why they were not used in future installations.
However, this did encourage them to remain seated at the table and engage in conversation
with their telepresent participant sitting opposite. Not only because of this increased sense
of immersion, but because they could not easily stand up and walk about the room, whilst
being tethered to the HMD.
As is often the case in previous telematic installations, the participants became
amused by their self image in this displaced telepresent experience, and whilst the
installation retained this playfulness it simultaneously sparked a more urgent conversation
when placed in the context of this United Nations (UN) Peace Negotiations backdrop. By
simply augmenting the remote participants on a UN peace negotiations scene every public
encounter that followed concerned the impending Iraq War and the inadequacies of
politicians in resolving the situation. The 3D virtual model of the peace negotiations table
and room was built using the ‘Unreal Engine’, a 3D modelling platform, primarily
developed for first-person shooter games. Its digital aesthetic was clearly that of the
computer game and included a typical peace talks room – an official table complete with
UN insignia, papers of declaration and microphones, as well as various military and
security characters waiting and loitering in the background, ready to take up arms when
necessary (see figure 41). To add further confusion to the scene the two rooms were
constructed using the ‘Ames Room’ technique, an optical illusion developed by American
ophthalmologist Adelbert Ames, Jr. in 1946 (Dorward & Day 1997, pp. 707-718). By
using trapezoidal walls, floor and ceiling the room still appears square from a fixed
monocular perspective (camera position), but the person sitting on one side of the room
appears much bigger than the participant sitting opposite (see figure 40).
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Peace Talks analysis:
The chaotic out of proportion scene depicted a political stubbornness and a futile
attempt at holding peace negotiation talks, but simultaneous offered a viable telematic
‘Peace Talks’ alternative, which became more pronounced throughout the exhibition.
Participants would talk almost exclusively on the subject of the looming war in Iraq more
openly than they appeared to previously. In order for ‘Peace Talks’ to function as an open
system of interaction and conversation, audio communication had to be introduced. As
previously mentioned, this was avoided in earlier telematic installations to encourage more
expressive visual dialogues. However, in ‘Peace Talks’ speech was exploited to the point
that participants began to forget the importance for time, place and other appointments
they might have had. Complete strangers were desperate to talk and share their feelings
about the political situation for up to an hour on some occasions, as one participant
exclaimed after thirty minutes of dialogue, “I’ve just realised it must appear that I’m
talking to myself here, people outside must be wondering what an earth is going on.” I was
struck by another participant’s response when I asked how she dealt with differing points
of view to her own, to which she replied “You kind of have the idea your going to come in
here and negotiate or argue something out, and quite often you can both be on the same
side.”
The telepresent view of the self in conversation was clearly affecting the objective
view of the discussion. By viewing this conversation simultaneously as a third person
observer whilst also playing a first person role directly within it provided each participant
with a greater sense of empathy in wanting to resolve their differences, ‘quite often you
can be both on the same side’ because you are observing the conversation from the same
point of view. This is further expounded in the existential comments of another participant
concerned about the consequences of their actions, “I feel the image of myself viewed in
this space talking to you is quite severe, I feel I could make some decisions here that would
be viewed later as quite uncharacteristic.”
‘Peace Talks’ was a genuine proposal for the solution to the political stalemate of
the time. It not only offers to overcome the geographical challenges involved in bringing
heads of state together, it also meets the demands of body language, subtle gestures and
eye contact that are key to meaningful communication – that conventional
videoconferencing falls short of achieving. While videoconferencing has become
commonplace in business and domestic communication through applications such as
‘Skype’ or ‘FaceTime’, peer-to-peer videoconferencing does not replace a look them in the
eye handshake that closes a deal or a reassuring hug on the sofa with a close relative. If
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you have ever used ‘Skype’ or ‘FaceTime’ I am sure you will have found yourself
continually glancing at your own image in the smaller picture-in-picture window as much
as the person you are videoconferencing with – and they will be doing the same. In effect
this is a means of relayed eye-to-eye contact. Switching between the views of ‘me looking
at you’ and ‘you looking at me’ for each participant is another way of converging these
remote spaces. This is the first step towards creating the ‘third telematic space’ that ‘Peace
Talks’ and previous installations in this thesis exploit by combining these views within the
same image. The choreography of body movements, facial expressions and hand gestures
are key components to any conversation, often used unconsciously. This was referred to
specifically in my book chapter contribution ‘(Dis)Embodiment’ in ‘Intimacy Across
Visceral and Digital Performance’ (2012) edited by Maria Chatzichristodoulou and Rachel
Zerihan, and discussed in the next section ‘HEADROOM’ (2006).
‘Peace Talks’ not only resolves the absence of body language it offers more than
our physical encounters permit. It allows the participants the opportunity to observe and
reflect on the performed dialogue occurring in front of them whilst being directly
responsible for it. A participant may be listening to the other, unaware of their hunched
stance with arms crossed and head down, which is clearly seen as a stubborn
confrontational posture by the other. But when the self is also the other, the participants are
immediately aware of themselves both internally and externally, being confrontational to
the other – as well as themselves. Being in a position to reflect on the objective point of
view they now find themselves within, they can adjust their pose and stance accordingly,
having empathy with the other and the self.
On the 8th February 2003 I participated in a seminar discussion at Worcester City
Art Gallery on the theme of resolving conflict, involving humanitarian workers and other
artists taking part in the BitParts Exhibition. One of the topics of the discussion concerned
ways to bring communities of younger people together, with ‘Peace Talks’ as a feasible
solution to connect younger participants who are divided by political conflict. The
installation rooms were of shipping container dimensions, which could be feasibly fittedout with media and network technologies and deployed to make ‘Peace Talks’ possible
across boarders of long standing conflict, such as on either side of the Israeli/Palestinian
West Bank, East and West Belfast or between India and Pakistan etc. ‘Peace Talks’ is as
much about play as it is about resolving conflict, and the role of play is at the core of its
capability to establish greater empathy between remote participants. With younger
participants in mind the lasting effects of such encounters would impact on the future of
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their generation through the legacy of this telematic intervention. The BitParts exhibition
ended on 1st March 2003, just nineteen days before the Iraq War had started.

Figure 38. Participants seated at the green table at Worcester Guildhall, interacting and conversing with
participants at Worcester City Art Gallery in ‘Peace Talks’, 2003
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Figure 39. Participants seated at the blue table at Worcester City Art Gallery, interacting and conversing
with participants at Worcester Guildhall in ‘Peace Talks’, 2003
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Figure 40. Video flow diagram showing the chroma-keying sequence and video connection between ‘Ames
Rooms’ in Worcester Guildhall and Worcester City Art Gallery in ‘Peace Talks’, 2003
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Figure 41. Line out video still of participants conversing and interacting in a virtual United Nations office
across a computer-generated peace negotiations table in ‘Peace Talks’, 2003
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HEADROOM (2006)
Following the development of ‘Peace Talks’ in 2003 I continued to explore my telematic
art practice and telepresence experiments in new public contexts by reflecting on specific
aspects of my previous installations. ‘HEADROOM’ was a relatively small scale, low
budget installation developed and produced in Taipei, Taiwan in 2006, following a threemonth artist-in-residence fellowship at Taipei Artist Village, coordinated by Visiting Arts
UK, Arts Council England and the Taiwan Council for Cultural Affairs. There were a
number of factors, drawn from both my experiences in Taipei during the residency and
reflections on previous telematic installations that contributed to the realisation of
‘HEADROOM’ and its underpinning concepts. This was particularly in relation to aspects
discussed earlier in ‘Telematic Vision’ (1993) and its use of screens on both sides of the
sofa to provide a profile view of the participants looking deep into each other’s eyes from a
shared external perspective, shifting their internalised view to a remote observation outside
of their face-to-face encounter. Through focusing on this particular camera view and
screen arrangement in conjunction with my experiences of Taipei’s temples, shrines,
karaoke bars and city life I return to Nam June Paik’s ‘TV-Buddha’ installations.
The outcomes from ‘HEADROOM’ have been extensively covered in my book
chapter contribution ‘(Dis)Embodiment’ on “HEADROOM – A space between presence
and absence” (Sermon 2012, p. 175) in ‘Intimacy Across Visceral and Digital
Performance’ (2012) edited by Maria Chatzichristodoulou and Rachel Zerihan. And
through a detailed description of the installation and its realisation in “In and out of spaces:
Headroom” (Giannachi and Kaye 2011, pp. 102-117) in ‘Performing Presence, Between
the live and the simulated’ (2011) by Gabriella Giannachi and Nick Kaye, which includes
an email exchange/diary between Gabriella Giannachi and myself on the research and
development process of ‘HEADROOM’ during my residency. Relevant parts of these
publications and previous works have been used in the following description.
Located in the east of Taipei City, ‘HEADROOM’ was exhibited from 4th to 20th
April 2006 at the ‘Xinyi Public Assembly Hall’, a former Taiwanese War Veterans
housing complex built in circa. 1949, which now sits on some of the most commercially
sought after land in the city, between 101 Tower and Taipei’s World Trade Centre. The
housing complex has since been renovated and converted into a museum and exhibition
space. The back-to-back terraced houses have been knocked-through, creating three large
exhibition halls; retaining their original façades and front rooms, separated from the large
halls by interior glass walls, but still accessible from the original front doors. The publicly
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accessible façade rooms were a feature of the renovation and landscaping of the site, but
also provided temporary overnight accommodation for the homeless in some places. The
division and use of these spaces provided the context to explore public and private space in
a similar way to how ‘There’s no simulation like home’ represented the inside and outside
of the installation. ‘HEADROOM’ occupied two identical six square metre façade rooms,
next door to each other – preventing the participants from seeing each other. However, the
audience inside the exhibition hall could observe both participants simultaneously through
the glass wall (see figure 42). The divisions between the exhibition hall and the façade
rooms echoed Taipei’s characteristic melange of private and public spaces, from street
corner to office block, from above and below its raised highways, from night-markets to
motels and from karaoke bars to temples and shrines.
Description of the installation HEADROOM:
The two façade rooms had false ceilings installed for the installation, creating a
cavity (headroom) space above each room. Reducing the ceiling height to just 1.5 metres
forced the gallery visitors to bend down when they entered the spaces. However, each
room had a hole in the false ceiling, allowing the participants to stand up straight in the
middle of the room by putting their head and hands through the hole into the cavity space
above (see figure 43). Although the rooms were identical in size they had a strikingly
different appearances. One room contained some improvised furnishings and a sleeping
bag on the floor, suggesting someone had been living there (see figure 44). The cavity
space above it was highly decorated; red curtains covered the walls and lotus flower lamps
flickered, resembling a personal shrine. A large video screen sat at one end facing the
participant, rather like a karaoke bar (see figure 45). The other room by contrast, was
completely empty of furnishings (see figure 43) and its illuminated cavity space above was
painted blue. A large video screen also sat at one end of the cavity space (see figure 46).
Video cameras were positioned to the side of each participant’s head in the cavity spaces.
Each camera captured a live image of the participant’s profile and fed it directly to a video
chroma-key mixer. The blue background in the profile shot from the bright blue cavity
space was replaced with the live profile shot from the red cavity space – placing the two
profile headshots opposite each other within the same live video image. This combined
image was then displayed on the large video screens in both cavity spaces simultaneously.
Unaware of each other, the two separate participants did not know what to expect
on entering the installation. Confronted by a solitary makeshift living space and an empty
room, they bend down to make their way towards the hole in the ceiling so they can stand
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up (see figure 47). When their heads enter the cavity spaces they are confronted with a
large video screen, displaying an image of themselves together on a backdrop of red satin
curtains, coexisting in close intimate face-to-face proximity – almost touching each other
(see figure 48). Unlike my previous telematic installations ‘HEADROOM’ provided a
completely private space. The only line out video recordings from ‘HEADROOM’ were
made on the opening night (with the explicit permission of those taking part), featuring
meetings of complete strangers, acquaintances, friends and partners. Not knowing what to
expect… surprise encounters unfolded. Participants played, laughed, screamed and kissed,
as shown in the line out video stills in figure 48 on page 77.
Analysis of the installation HEADROOM:
Whilst the ‘HEADROOM’ encounter was only visible to the participants taking
part in private, their bodies were on public display in the façade room below. They existed
simultaneously in two states, as two disconnected bodies viewed through the glass wall
and as two intimately connected heads in the telepresent space. This dislocation of parts
was repeatedly stated in ‘HEADROOM’ – from private/public spaces, and
furnished/unfurnished rooms to internal/external views and embodied/disembodied
experiences – objectifying the complete installation and concept, or as Gabriella Giannachi
notes “it is in the breaking down of oppositions … that these participants’ sense of there
own presence as well as that of their co-performers is amplified” (Giannachi 2011, p. 114).
‘HEADROOM’ was a space between presence and absence. A juxtaposition of my
research and experiences in Taipei, between the ways people live and escape from the city
through karaoke bars, shrines and temples; reflected in the solitude of the ‘bedroom’ space
and the contemplative coexistence of the ‘HEADROOM’ space. Enclosed in red satin
curtains, the video screen is symmetrically framed with lotus flower lamps as a portal to
spiritual enlightenment – reminiscent of Nam June Paik’s ‘TV-Buddha’ sculptures from
1974. With the telepresent specular image of the coexistent self as the focal point, the
participant is now presented as the ‘enlightened one’. This suggests a spiritual encounter
through a videoconference portal, clearly not as a technological meeting place, void of
human emotion – but as an intimate space, bestowed with trust and empathy through the
simultaneous discovery of the self and other in the shared specular image. ‘HEADROOM’
makes the same provocation here as Roy Ascott’s essay, ‘Is There Love in the Telematic
Embrace?’ (2003 [1990])
That raises the rhetorical question of whether or not electronic forms of art can
possess loving content, … [Ascott] argues, moreover, that telematics’ capacity to cultivate
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love offers the very infrastructure for spiritual interchange that could lead to the
harmonization and creative development of the whole planet (Shanken 2003, p. 74).

Figure 42. Two façade rooms in ‘HEADROOM’ viewed from within Xinyi Public Assembly Hall, 2006

Figure 43. Participant in empty façade room with head in blue cavity space in ‘HEADROOM’, 2006
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Figure 44. Façade room containing improvised furnishings and a sleeping bag on the floor, suggesting
someone had been living there in ‘HEADROOM’, 2006
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Figure 45. Decorated cavity space above the furnished façade room in ‘HEADROOM’, 2006

Figure 46. Chroma-key blue cavity space above empty façade room in ‘HEADROOM’, 2006
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Figure 47. Participant standing in the furnished façade room looking into the cavity space above in
‘HEADROOM’, 2006
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Figure 48. Video stills from the line out video recording of participants confronting each other in the
telepresent image on the opening night of ‘HEADROOM’, 2006
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All the World’s a Screen (2011)
The development of ‘All the World’s a Screen” reflected on the use of multiple rooms in
‘There’s no simulation like home’ (1999) to explore the possibilities of an expanded
telematic narrative, providing the participants with greater freedom and agency in directing
and steering a generative plot. The thinking behind this was also drawn from the
‘Happenings’ movement of the 1960s and the performances of Allan Kaprow, referred to
at the beginning of this thesis. Rejecting the gallery space by taking art events onto the
streets, to define a new sense of theatre and interplay between audience and performer;
keeping “the line between art and life as fluid and perhaps as indistinct as possible”
(Kaprow in Stiles and Shanken 2011, p. 31) through ‘Happening’ events as fictitious
spaces. ‘All the World’s a Screen’ aimed to provide a ‘Happening’ opportunity to engage
improvised dialogues from the bizarre to the insightful with uninhibited performer roles,
rather than the self-conscious participant. The following description of the work and
relevant aspects to thesis have been adapted from the journal article ‘All the World’s a
Screen, featuring: The seven stages of man’ (2013) by Paul Sermon and Charlotte Gould
for the International Journal of Performance Arts & Digital Media.
On the evening of Saturday 28 May 2011 public participants at MadLab, a digital
arts ‘makerspace’ in Manchester’s Northern Quarter and Hangar Artist Studios in
Poblenou, Barcelona were joined together on-screen to create a unique telematic
‘happening’ performance – complete with sets, costumes and props. Using a physical
model set, observed by live webcams, audience participants were composited into
miniature environments and scenes where they created unique personalised narratives.
Bringing together a mix of eccentric players, creative interventions and surreal improvised
performances, in spontaneous moments of hilarity, emotional exchanges and thought
provoking dialogues.
‘All the World’s a Screen’ was a site-specific telematic ‘happening’ that allowed
the public audiences in Manchester and Barcelona to engage and interact directly within
the installation. Merging miniature theatre stages with networked performers to create an
otherworldly space on-screen, where they could interact across the two cities to explore
alternative telematic narratives. This immersive interactive ‘happening’ represented a new
departure from my existing practice. Exploring the boundaries of telematic art and
generative performance by the way narratives are revealed through the interplay between
the participant performer and the interactive environment. The characteristic features of the
work involving the ‘telematic stage’, ‘user-generated performance’ and the ‘dramaturgy of
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networked communication’ echoed Shakespeare’s renowned line ‘All the world’s a stage’
(2.7.138) in his pastoral comedy ‘As You Like It’, suggesting we are all merely actors
playing roles as if on stage (screen). This provided an apt title adaptation – ‘All the
World’s a Screen’ and scene setting suggestions for the model set, drawn from the
following lines of the monologue on the ‘seven ages of man’ (2.7.139-165), providing a
metaphysical backdrop to steer the unfolding plot.
Technical description of the installation; All the World’s a Screen:
A chroma-key blue backdrop and floor were installed in both the Manchester and
Barcelona exhibition spaces, together with two video screens; one in front of the blue
backdrop and another to the side (see figure 49), similarly to ‘Telematic Vision’. A camera
was situated above the screen in front, facing the backdrop – approximately 2.5 metres
from the ground. The two remote installations looked identical. However, much of the
technical system was located in Barcelona, where the camera image of a participant
standing in front of the blue backdrop was fed to a chroma-key video mixer, which
replaced the blue area with an image from a MacBook laptop that contained a choice of
seven video background feeds, referred to as ‘The seven stages of man’ (see figure 50).
The output from the mixer was then passed to a second chroma-key video mixer and was
combined with the live incoming videoconference image of the participant in front of the
other blue backdrop in Manchester. The final composite image of the participants in
Manchester and Barcelona, positioned on the background scene from the ‘The seven stages
of man’ was sent directly to the video screens around the blue backdrop in Barcelona and
via the videoconference connection to the video screens in Manchester (see figure 51).
Members of the audience in Barcelona were able to decide on the context of this
interactive telematic performance by using an iPhone app (see figure 52) to select a
background scene from the ‘The seven stages of man’ – a one square metre 1:25 scale
model of a house positioned on a table (see figure 53). The model contained seven rooms,
which were accessible from above and had webcams position inside them; connected to the
MacBook laptop (see figure 54). The Barcelona participant could place their hand directly
into the rooms to arrange the objects in the set and even interact directly with chromakeyed participants appearing in it – as if the ‘Hand of God’ had intervened in the
interaction (Huhtamo 2011, p. 35). Using custom-built software the MacBook laptop could
feed any one of the seven different video sources, including 3D animated environments
created by Charlotte Gould as well as the live webcams, directly to the chroma-key video
mixer. When the participant selected a scene, from one to seven on the iPhone app the
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corresponding background scene appeared in ‘All the World’s a Screen’ and its telematic
performance, until another key was pressed.
The participants in Barcelona could then stand in front of their chroma-key blue
backdrop and position themselves within these model rooms (see figure 55) to join the
performers at MadLab in Manchester who replied using improvised props and costumes to
provoke a juxtaposed montage of impromptu performances and dialogues within the
selected scene as they journeyed through ‘The seven [st]ages of man’. Each room
metaphorically references one of Shakespeare’s ‘seven ages of man’ (As You Like It
2.7.139-165), which occur throughout our lives: ‘infant – schoolboy – lover – soldier –
justice – pantaloon – second childishness’ that were represented in scenes that included a
‘nursery’, ‘class room’, ‘cinema’, ‘office’, ‘garage’, ‘lounge’ and ‘hospital ward’ through
the inclusion of sets and objects such as ‘model toys’, ‘dolls’, ‘architectural forms and
miniatures’, ‘figurines’, ‘clockwork characters’ and ‘dollhouse props’ (see figure 56). The
audience were invited to manipulate and play with the scenes, to move objects around the
model and even introduce their own props.
Analysis of the installation outcomes; All the World’s a Screen:
‘The seven stages of man’ offered a contextual framework on the themes and stages
of life as a vacant space of potential, allowing the audience to respond and play without
any further instruction; providing unexpected outcomes (see figure 57). For example, when
an audience participant lifts a dinosaur figurine out of the ‘nursery’ and into the ‘garage’
behind a model car, an improvised car chase ensues; another participant moves a
clockwork robot up to the webcam lens, appearing as a giant in comparison to the
participants. As a couple in Manchester hold up their new born baby to take part, the
participants in Barcelona responds by immediately selecting the ‘infant’ room to place the
performers in context.
Participants at MadLab in Manchester employed similar techniques, contributing
live visual trickery and effects. They used pieces of blue fabric to blot out parts of the body
to create collaged figures and faces made up of multiple participants from both locations.
Creating converged narratives through shared stories. MadLab responded to the scenes in
Barcelona through bizarre and uncanny ‘Happening’ performances (see figure 58).
Manchester based poet Carol Batton shared local social histories with participants in
Barcelona as well as reading performance poetry on Marx and Engels. Local performer
Adrian Slatcher drove a car through Barcelona with passengers from Spain and Mad Lab’s
creative director David Mee ran a telematic health and safety seminar with participants
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from Barecelona, which he announced… “I am concerned about the potential danger of
objects falling and causing telematic injuries, so I took the initiative of bringing in some
props from Manchester to illustrate scenarios and ensure compliance with local
legislation.” Through the use of blue fabric participants made a framed hole in other
participant’s stomachs – popping out of other people’s bodies in alien birth scenes or as
seaside face-in-hole boards became a popular scenario. Coincidentally, the European Cup
Final between Barcelona and Manchester United was taking place the same evening, which
prompted a makeshift model goal post and a tense penalty shootout (see figure 59).
The techniques of telematic dramaturgy employed in ‘All the World’s a Screen’,
and the application of the uncanny theatrical style was part of the playfulness of the piece,
alluding to an audience that this was an experience detached from the ‘everyday’; this was
an otherworldly space where they could explore, improvise and play. In this way the
participants could invent their own performance. Kristine Stiles and Edward Shanken
stress the importance of making a distinction between art and life to enhance the
audience’s willingness to participate (2011, pp. 31-54). The surreal signifiers in ‘All the
World’s a Screen’ that make this distinction, such as the stylized and playful theatre
aesthetics; that of an obvious set, indicate to the audience that this is a counter-reality.
Liberating them to feel free to perform through invented role-play, rather than being
inhibited as a self-conscious member of the audience. It looks to role-play as a way of
enhancing relationships and empathy between communities. Providing the opportunity for
people to experience their environment in new and different ways; talking to strangers,
engaging participants of all ages, co-creating meaning and exploring methods of
communication to cross the boundaries of culture and language.
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Figure 49. Participant in Barcelona on the blue backdrop in ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011

Figure 50. Model house, laptop and chroma-key setup in Barcelona for ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011
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Figure 51. Telematic video flow diagram showing hardware system and videoconference connection between
Manchester and Barcelona for ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011.
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Figure 52. Participants in Barcelona using iPhone app to change scenes in ‘The seven stages of man’ model
set for ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011

Figure 53. Construction plan of ‘The seven stages of man’ model set for ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011
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Figure 54. Animation and live webcam connections from ‘The seven stages of man’ model set to the laptop
for ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011

Figure 55. Participants in Barcelona standing in front of the blue backdrop, interacting in a scene from ‘The
seven stages of man’ in ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011
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Figure 56. Rooms, scenes and props in ‘The seven stages of man’ model set that provides background
environments in ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011
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Figure 57. Line out video stills of the combined participants in Barcelona and Manchester sharing scenes
from ‘The seven stages of man’ in ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011
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Figure 58. Participant performers at MadLab in Manchester on the blue backdrop using props and blue
materials to interact with participants in Barcelona in ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011
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Figure 59. Participant in Barcelona ‘saving a goal’ on the blue backdrop in ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011

Figure 60. Participant in Barcelona and ‘The seven stages of man’ in ‘All the World’s a Screen’, 2011
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Occupy the Screen (2014) Peoples Screen (2015)
Reflecting on the outcomes of ‘All the World’s a Screen’ (2011) and the performative role
of public audiences, ‘Occupy the Screen’, produced in 2014 in collaboration with Charlotte
Gould explored the ‘Happenings’ performance format further. Taking the telepresent
interface out of the gallery and directly onto the street. ‘Occupy the Screen’ was a sitespecific telematic installation, commissioned by Public Art Lab Berlin for the Connecting
Cities Festival event ‘Urban Reflections’ from 11th to 13th September 2014. Linking the
passing public outside the Supermarkt Gallery in Berlin (see figure 61) with pedestrians on
Riga’s Esplanade square for the European Capital of Culture, ‘Riga2014’ (see figure 62).
Following its popularity Public Art Lab Berlin commissioned a new site-specific version
of ‘Occupy the Screen’ for the Guangzhou International Light Festival in China (see
figures 63 and 64). Sharing the same time zone, the installation was connected for twelve
evenings with the Northbridge Piazza public video screen in Perth, Australia from 14th to
29th November 2015. The project was reworked to converge scenes from the cities of
Guangzhou and Perth and was retitled ‘Peoples Screen’ – which the Guangzhou City
Government were slightly more comfortable with. The installation was hugely popular,
involving over 25,000 participants in Guangzhou alone (see figure 65).
The outcomes from ‘Occupy the Screen’ and ‘Peoples Screen’ also contributed to a
comparative study on the underlying cultural fixation and amusement with the self-image,
analogous to Henri Bergson’s ‘Laughter: An essay on the meaning of the comic’ (2014
[1900]) in my journal article ‘From Edwardian Selfie to Telepresent Comic’ (2018) for the
IAFOR Journal of Cultural Studies. Relevant elements from this article, particularly
concerning Bergson’s analysis of social cohesion and group behaviour through laughter
have been reproduced in the following description of these two works.
Technical description of the installation; Occupy the Screen / Peoples Screen:
‘Occupy the Screen’ and ‘Peoples Screen’ linked two geographically distant
audiences using a similar telepresence technique to ‘Telematic Vision’ (1993) and ‘All the
World’s a Screen’ (see figures 66, 67 and 68). The installation captured live camera shots
of two audience groups, located on fifty square metre blue groundsheets and combined
them on screen via an Internet videoconference connection in a single composited image
(see figures 69 and 70), displayed on large public urban video screens in the cities
simultaneously. As the merged audiences started to explore this shared collaborative
interface they discovered the ground beneath them (as it appeared on screen) located them
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in a variety of surprising and intriguing environments. By providing a range of anamorphic
playful ludic scenes developed by Charlotte Gould, drawn from urban environments in
Riga and Berlin for ‘Occupy the Screen’ and Guangzhou and Perth for ‘Peoples Screen’
the audiences immediately started playing within these stretched virtual anamorphic
scenes. Viewed from a specified camera angle and position the characters appeared in a
landscape of precarious situations. The appearance of walking across a bridge, standing on
a plinth, stepping over buildings or falling into a hole intuitively inspired the audience to
engage in comical and playful improvised narratives in this public theatre space.
Analysis of the installation; Occupy the Screen / Peoples Screen:
‘Occupy the Screen’ and ‘Peoples Screen’ aimed to include the widest range of
public participation possible in an urban ‘telematic happening’; in a move away from the
art object towards the street environment and the ‘every day’ experience as the artwork.
The position of the urban screen as street furniture was ideally suited to engage with
people going about their everyday life. The intuitive public response was at the core of this
project. It was an open system of interaction, aiming to offer the audiences greater agency
to be creative and make individual decisions. This particular research project developed a
framework for open participatory telematic artworks on urban screens to maximise
audience agency through play. Engaging the public in new ways in the urban environment
that created community memories and legacy (Sermon and Gould 2016, pp. 57-58).
These installations pushed the playful, comical, social and public engagement
aspects of my telematic practice into new cultural and political realms in an attempt to
‘reclaim the urban screens’. By using visual references to site-specific landmarks in
Guangzhou and Perth, as well as Berlin and Riga, audiences were invited to occupy the
screen by climbing the (telepresent) statues and sites in these cities, with scenes
reminiscent of the crowds claiming the Brandenburg Gate after the fall of the Berlin Wall
in 1989 (see figure 71). The time of day and environment also impacted on the way
audiences responded. The installation took place at night time for three to four hours each
evening, adding a further sense of playfulness and leisure, as audiences unexpectedly
encountered the work differently in each city; whilst walking through the park in Riga, on
the way home from a club in Berlin (see figure 72), as part of the spectacle for the
Guangzhou Light Festival or on a summers evening sitting on the lawn at Northbridge
Piazza in Perth. The participants drew inspiration directly from the cities involved,
reflecting the different communities and cultures they represented, responding instantly to
iconic motifs and incongruous interventions – such as an inflatable boat that turned up in
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Berlin, which people immediately jumped into. The area of interaction was clearly
demarked as a space via the blue box groundsheet in the cities involved, identifying a
theatre of play. Once in the space the participant engages as they wish. In many ways
‘Occupy the Screen’ (see figures 61 and 62) and ‘Peoples Screen’ (see figure 65) broke
down cultural and social barriers, both in the local communities, but also between the cities
of Berlin and Riga, and Guangzhou and Perth, where new co-located spaces and creative
encounters could be founded and occupied.
The role that laughter plays in these works, and indeed all my telematic
installations, is paramount to the cohesion between the participants involved. The function
of laughter is far from just a light-hearted reaction – and has not always sat comfortably in
the context of contemporary art. But as Bergson attests through his deconstruction of the
comic, the social function of laughter is far more complex. “Our laughter is always the
laughter of a group” (Bergson 2014 [1900], p. 6), the contagion of laughter amongst the
group is communicated in and between the spectators as both comic performers and
viewers, establishing and sharing in the experience of the group – such as spontaneous
synchronized dancing on the roof tops in ‘Peoples Screen’ (see figure 65). Bergson also
observes its reflective role, “it is comic to wander out of one's own self” (Bergson 2014
[1911], p. 149). The individual character element, which is perhaps the most relevant and
poignant reminder of how individuals adopt roles and characters in ‘Peoples Screen’ – for
example, when a participant in Berlin decides to lose his head, with the aid of a blue bag
(see figure 61). Laughter is the soundtrack in ‘Occupy the Screen’ and ‘Peoples Screen’,
the element that most often connects and combines participants in the telematic third
space. The comic that has wandered outside of ones own self is the “bodily synthesis”
(Merleau-Ponty 2012 [1945], p. 154) of laughter, a conduit to a co-located experience of
self. Upon which trust and empathy will most likely be established, being both the comic
outside of the self, whilst sharing in the laughter of the group. Our internalised laughter is
‘heard’ in the totality of the shared telepresent experience, as Maurice Merleau-Ponty
describes as the “intertwining of one in the other” (1968 [1964], p. 138) in his later work
‘The Visible and the Invisible’, writing on the subject of the internal ‘uttered’ voice.
I hear myself both from within and from without. I experience – and as often as I
wish – the transition and the metamorphosis of the one experience into the other, and it is
only as though the hinge between them, solid, unshakeable, remained irremediably hidden
from me. But this hiatus between my right hand touched and my right hand touching,
between my voice heard and my voice uttered, between one moment of my tactile life and
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the following one, is not an ontological void, a non-being: it is spanned by the total being
of my body, and by that of the world (Merleau-Ponty 1968 [1964], p. 148).
Taking Merleau-Ponty’s point, we can return to the example of the two technicians
using sign language to communicate in ‘Telematic Vision’ (1993), who ‘hear’ their
conversation in the same way laughter is experienced in the telepresent third space.

Figure 61. The passing public outside the Supermarkt Gallery in Berlin, interacting with participants on
screen from Riga in ‘Occupy the Screen’, 2014
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Figure 62. Visitors to Riga’s Esplanade square balance on an anamorphic bridge with participants on
screen from Berlin in ‘Occupy the Screen’, 2014
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Figure 63. Participants in ‘Peoples Screen’ at the Guangzhou International Light Festival in China, 2015

Figure 64. Participants in ‘Peoples Screen’ at the Guangzhou International Light Festival in China, 2015
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Figure 65. Participants in Guangzhou, China interact with telepresent visitors from Perth, Australia in
‘Peoples Screen’ for the Guangzhou International Light Festival in 2015
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Figure 66. Telematic video flow diagram and videoconference connection between two locations used in
‘Occupy the Screen’ in 2014 and ‘Peoples Screen’ in 2015
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Figure 67. Telematic video flow, proof of concept sketch for ‘Occupy the Screen’ in 2014

Figure 68. Videoconference and chroma-key installation at Supermarkt Gallery in Berlin, linked to Riga for
‘Occupy the Screen’ in 2014
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Figure 69. Chroma-key compositing sequence in ‘Occupy the Screen’ in 2014 and ‘Peoples Screen’ in 2015

Figure 70. Chroma-key video mixer screen view in ‘Occupy the Screen’, 2014
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Figure 71. Line out video of combined participants from Guangzhou and Perth in ‘Peoples Screen’, 2015

Figure 72. Participants interact in ‘Occupy the Screen’, returning home from bars and clubs in Berlin, 2014
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3×4 exploring metaspace platforms for inclusive future cities (2014)
‘3×4’ follows previous projects by bringing my telematic telepresent concept first explored
in ‘Telematic Dreaming’ (1992) and ‘Telematic Vision’ (1993) into new and alternative
contexts. ‘3×4’ took this concept into the social and politically complex context of
informal settlements, otherwise known as slums, in Delhi to explore ‘metaspace platforms
for inclusive future cities’. This particular project was the result of an Arts and Humanities
Research Council (AHRC) award, led by myself as principle investigator on the theme of
Future Cities, involving an interdisciplinary team of researchers from the UK and India.
Each member of the team explored specific objectives within the project, which have been
presented and discussed in my journal article ‘Metaspace Futures’ (2016), in collaboration
with Dr Claire McAndew for the Metaverse Creativity Journal. For the purposes of this
thesis I will focus on my own specific contribution and relevant objectives within the
context of future cities and informal settlements.
3×4 installation context:
In Indian cities such as Delhi, Mumbai and Ahmedabad more than 50% of the
population live in informal urban settlements. The title ‘3×4’ [metres] reflects the plot size
provided in resettlement colonies – a government initiative that relocates people from
informal settlements within the city to vacant land usually on the periphery. This project
looked at informal settlements differently where informality was not viewed as a problem,
but a promising new model of urbanism for the global south. ‘3×4’ used an immersive
telematic networked environment to provide a playful and sensorial exploration of new
hybrids of digital space by merging a 3×4 metre room installation at Khōj Artists’
Association (see figure 73) in Khirkee Extension informal settlement in Delhi with an
identical space at the Southbank Centre’s ‘Festival Village’ in London (see figures 74 and
75). Through mixed-reality, this transnational dialogue aimed to set an aspiration for
developing metaspace platforms in megacities of the global south.
The creative team involved in this project were first brought together at the
National Institute of Design in Ahmedabad for UnBox LABS in March 2014, an AHRC
initiated workshop to discuss, scope and ideate on the theme of Future Cities. This
included selected AHRC UnBox Fellows; Professor Paul Sermon from the University of
Brighton and Dr Claire McAndrew from The Bartlett Institute for Digital Innovation in the
Built Environment at University College London and creative partners from India; Swati
Janu from microHome Solutions City Lab Delhi and Bangalore-based photographer Vivek
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Muthuramalingam. Following the workshop and an ethnographic study on informal
settlements in Ahmedabad the team came together to propose and develop ‘3×4’.
3×4 installation description:
Using a live telematic videoconference connection, ‘3×4’ functioned between two
geographically distant audiences located in a 3×4 metre green-box in London and an
equivalent blue-box in Delhi (see figure 76), in a similar format to ‘Peace Talks’ (2003).
Public audiences in these spaces were captured on camera and brought together through a
system of live chroma-keying that superimposed them on a computer-generated
background (see figure 77). This live feed was then streamed to video screens in both
locations (see figure 78). In this telepresent space, the merged audiences encountered a
series of digital scenes they coexisted within (see figures 79 and 80). These background
scenes were created by online participants and directly referenced their combined social
setting, ranging from informal settlement dwellings and Delhi environments to
contemporary compact interior designs and imagined worlds. Downloading, modifying and
re-uploading the open-source contributions of others further defined the process of
distributed authorship.
Presented during the UnBox Festival in Delhi from 12th to 14th December 2014 for
six hours per day, ‘3×4’ at Khōj International Artists’ Association saw over 500 visitors
from the Khirkee Extension community, with many return visits to engage in this
converged global experience (see figure 81). Its success led to the presentation of ‘3×4’
between the Royal Festival Hall in London (see figure 82) and the India Habitat Centre in
Delhi (see figure 83) during May 2015 to coincide with the Southbank Centre’s Alchemy
and Web We Want Festivals, receiving in excess of 10,000 visitors. As an alternative to
dominant social networking platforms, it provided an open provocation on globally
distributed authorship: connecting ideas, designs and imaginaries through a visual dialogue
that was extended through embodied experience.
3×4 installation analysis:
The ‘3×4’ installation represented a temporal and spatial ‘timecode’. Reduced to its
ephemeral elements it consisted of eighteen hours of memories and reflections in the minds
and collective narratives of those who participated in it, played out daily from 10:00-16:00
in London and 15:30-21:30 in Delhi. Ultimately what remains as its legacy is a story told
in and between two cities consisting of human encounters and events that unfolded in a
state of flux between London and Delhi. Whilst every effort was made to document this
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transitory happening through photographs and video footage the single most important
recording, was from the line out video feed (as is the case for all the creative practice
discussed in this thesis) – the final composited or chroma-keyed image of the audience
participants displayed within the installation itself (see figure 84). When watching these
recordings we are taking up the position of the person within them; we are looking directly
at the very same image that caused the effect we are now contemplating for ourselves.
Providing a direct insight into each participant’s journey of discovery, from initial
hesitation and intrigue between complete strangers to confident collaboration and trust
with a fellow participant, viewed not separately, but as a coexistent whole.
From beginning to end, the entire ‘timecode’ recording represented a 1080-minute
telepresent ‘data stream’ upon which we reviewed the narrative through this ‘two-way
mirror’ – such as when three ladies in Delhi enter with two babies greeted by participants
in London eager to hold and play with them – who appear to be memorized by this
Lacanian moment of self discovery as the babies stare into the screen (see figure 81)
(Lacan 2003 [1966], pp. 1-8). As a co-authoring of built and imagined landscapes it
offered critical visual commentary on living spaces, racial segregation, informality,
underground culture and contemplative fantasies. Occupying a part-demolished building
via ‘3×4’ took the matters of informal architecture, contested space and merciless
destruction to a global audience. Not just imaginings, ‘3×4’ also morphed into a
playground of spontaneous and undirected play. Children, for whom the street and the
objects it contains form a recreational landscape, shifted their space of play to this
metaspace. Finding empathy through play between the children in London (see figure 75)
and the children in Delhi (see figures 81). Such as when a young boy in Delhi enters the
space and initially waves to participants in London, staying for several hour perfecting his
interactions and gestures as he invented and played new games, creating new bonds and
co-created memories (see figure 84). ‘Playing the city’ in an embodied manner can extend
these visual narratives, shaping and layering them in new and unexpected ways.
In the context of informal settlements in megacities of the global south, the ‘3×4’
installation provided many public participants with their first encounter with the Internet.
Through this unique engagement public audiences acquired new lived experiences of
alternative Internet possibilities, influencing future projects and defining new methods for
using this knowledge to inform themselves, who in turn inform and motivate others to
engage through similar approaches. The intention of this legacy was to inform a critical
public community that impact on future network protocols in India and the design of living
spaces appropriate to the needs and requirements of future cities. At the same time it aimed
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to identify its relevance in the global north. The dialogue between Delhi and London is a
critical pathway in connecting communities through a co-authored dialogue on informality
in the global south and its symbiotic relation to living spaces in the global north.

Figure 73. Street entrance to the ‘3×4’ installation at Khōj International Artists’ Association in Khirkee
Extension informal settlement in Delhi, December 2014

Figure 74. Public participants in ‘3×4’ at the Southbank Centre’s Festival Village, December 2014
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Figure 75. Public participants interacting in the ‘3×4’ green-box installation at the Southbank Centre’s
Festival Village, December 2014
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Figure 76. 3×4 metre installation construction model, December 2014

Figure 77. Chroma-key layering process of live video streams in ‘3×4’, December 2014
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Figure 78. Telematic flow diagram, detailing videoconference connection between Delhi and London and the
live chroma-keying process in ‘3×4’, December 2014
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Figure 79. Public participants from Khirkee Extension in Delhi, playing and interacting in the ‘3×4’
installation at Khōj International Artists’ Association, December 2014

Figure 80. Public participants in ‘3×4’ at the Southbank Centre’s Festival Village, December 2014
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Figure 81. Public participants from Khirkee Extension in Delhi, playing and interacting in the ‘3×4’
installation at Khōj International Artists’ Association, December 2014
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Figure 82. Public participants in the ‘3×4’ installation at the Royal Festival Hall in London interacting with
participants at the India Habitat Centre in Delhi for the Southbank Centre’s Alchemy and Web We Want
Festivals, May 2015
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Figure 83. Construction of the ‘3×4’ installation at the India Habitat Centre in Delhi and participants in the
finished installation interacting with the public at the Royal Festival Hall in London, May 2015
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Figure 84. Line out video feed of the final chroma-keyed video image of participants in Delhi and London,
superimposed on computer-generated backgrounds created by online participants, December 2014
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Touched (2017)
The final piece of creative practice discussed in this thesis reflects on the experiments
made at the very start of my telematic research in the early 1990s. Shortly after the
development of ‘Telematic Dreaming’ in 1992 I returned to Finland to produce a new
installation ‘The Telematic Séance’ (1993) for the exhibition ‘Interactive Garden’, curated
by Erkki Huhtamo at the OTSO Gallery in Espoo, Finland. The installation was derived
from the telepresent concept of ‘Telematic Dreaming’ allowing two distant people the
opportunity to coexist at the same séance table. What had explored a telematic extension of
body scheme through a life size digital other on a bed was used in ‘The Telematic Séance’
to new effect; echoing ideas of Spiritual Telegraphy in the 1900s that compared the
invention of terrestrial telegraph to connections with the afterlife. Technically the
installation functioned in exactly the same way as ‘Telematic Dreaming’, but it was
conceptually problematic for the participants involved. The title and séance context was
too restrictive, limiting the potential agency within the piece and leaving the participants
uncertain about what was being inferred. Twenty-five years on I produced the installation
‘Touched’ in 2017, which technically worked in the same way as ‘The Telematic Séance’,
but in this new work the implications were more open. ‘Touched’ involved a computer
screen and keyboard, where the projected hands of one person appear on the keyboard of
another’s (see figure 85). The hands meet, touch and type together on this keyboard
surface, whilst also appearing as a live computer desktop image upon which a simple
command line chat interface is overlaid (see figure 86). This layering of keyboard, text and
image explores a new telematic experience of intimacy where the meaning of the type
becomes dependent on the richness of touch.
Installation description of Touched:
‘Touched’ was exhibited in the Digital Encounters Show at Horatio's Bar on
Brighton Palace Pier for the British Science Festival in Brighton from the 5th to 9th
September 2017. Using standard video cables the installation was linked between two
disclosed blacked out booth spaces in the bar (see figure 87), approximately 6 metres apart.
Horatio’s Bar and its secluded ornate drinking booths, complete with tables and velvet
seating afforded an apt environment; its fake Edwardian interior assumed a context
suggestive of a ‘spiritualist’ encounter of the 1900s, whilst its contrasting 1980’s fabricated
exterior provided a postmodern twist to the show.
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The installation consisted of a keyboard and computer screen on a table with a
video camera situated directly above it, picking up a birds eye view of the table top and
keyboard below (see figure 88). This image was sent to a video projector and projected
directly down onto another table and keyboard at exactly the same scale and location as the
original (see figure 89). A video camera situated next to the projector picks up an image of
the projected keyboard and the aligned actual keyboard and sends it to desktop computer
screens on the tables in each of the booth spaces (see figure 90). A Unix command line
chat interface is then composited on top of the live video image allowing the two separate
participants to communicate via text over an ‘SSH’ secure network connection (SSH also
known as Secure Shell or Secure Socket Shell, is a network protocol that gives users,
particularly Unix system administrators, a secure way to access a computer over an
unsecured network). This provided a very simple raw text-messaging interface overlaying
the live video image, without any further distracting interface design (see figure 91). As
each person begins to type and chat his or her hands meet and visually mix on this
telepresent keyboard surface where dialogues, games, and encounters unfold.
Installation analysis of Touched:
Whilst on the one hand it is a completely simple set up it is on the other an entirely
new physical encounter; echoing palmist conversations that suggest the convergence of
virtual spirits and contemporary digital chat-room environments composited on screen.
Our typing hands do not normally have any further role or function other than pressing
keys, but ‘Touched’ turns our webcam chat attention away from our talking heads to focus
on our hands, located on a shared telepresent keyboard, as a backdrop to a new space of
remote intimacy. A space that was once the domain of textual exchanges now becomes the
space of performance, abstract poetry, and handheld encounters as a new sensation of
being touched by text. The Brighton Pier venue and British Science Festival event attracted
a diverse range of participants, from academics, local families and teenage groups to
seaside day-trippers and the occasional hen party. No one really knew what to expect,
many participants were initially shocked and surprised, finding the opportunity to type
messages a reassuring way of sharing their alarm (see figure 92). But playful encounters
then unfolded. Participants played with aligning the keyboards, using them as props, as
well other objects they might have on their person. One participant referred to it as
‘keyboard ballet’ in a text message. Hand clapping games and ‘rock-paper-scissors’ were
also attempted, as well as the occasional rude hand gesture (see figure 93). Some people
used their mobile phones to take and show photographs to each other. It also included
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putting their heads on the table, where profiles could meet and kiss – reminiscent of
HEADROOM (2006). And it proved a good opportunity to discuss nail polish as well as a
sense of proprioception. One member of a hen party turned up with a pack of Tarot cards,
she moved the keyboard to one side and proceeded to make ‘telepresent readings’ for other
members of the group. The table top alone provided an open platform to develop endless
opportunities for engagement. The agency in ‘Touched’ was exploited in its secluded
setting and contrasting context that was simultaneously artwork, invention, amusement and
fantasy (see figure 94).
In 1983 pioneering interactive digital media artist Myron Krueger wrote about his
initial founding ‘Metaplay’ experiments in the late 1970s (Krueger 1991 [1983], p. 34) and
the unexpected telepresent outcomes that led to his later VIDEOPLACE installations in the
1980s (Krueger 1991 [1983], pp. 34-64). The encounter he described in those early
experiments involving touching hands on a telepresent screen completely concurs with the
phenomenological outcomes participants experienced in ‘Touched’. Myron Krueger and
his colleague were on the telephone discussing a waveform.
After a few minutes of frustrating discussion, we realized that we had a far more
powerful means of communication available. Using a two-way video link we turned the
cameras on ourselves seated at our respective computers. As we did this, we used our
hands to point to various features on the composite display. … It was exactly as if we were
sitting together at a table with a piece of paper between us. After a while, I realized that I
was seeing more than an illusion. As I moved my hand to point to the data my friend had
just sent, the image of my hand briefly overlapped the image of his. He moved his hand. …
I was struck with the thought that he was uncomfortable about the image of my hand
touching the image of his. … The inescapable conclusion was that the same etiquette of
personal space and avoidance of touching that exists in the real world was operating at that
moment in this purely visual experience (Krueger 1991 [1983], p. 34).
Both the awkward intimacy that Krueger experienced in ‘Metaplay’ and the
converged images of hands and fingers playing, dancing and caressing upon the keyboard
in ‘Touched’ are clearly present in the findings of proprioceptive experiments in other
discourses, namely the ‘Rubber Hand Illusion’ developed by Psychologists Matthew
Botvinick and Jonathan Cohen from Pittsburgh in the early 1990s. A team of neuroscience
researchers from the University of Manchester performed this classic ‘body transfer’
experiment on myself in 2003. I was positioned at a table so that one of my hands was out
of sight under a small wooden bed tray, with a black tablecloth draped over it, from my
shoulder to across the table. However my hand was still visible and accessible to the
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researcher sitting opposite me. A rubber hand was then placed on top of the tablecloth
approximately 30cm to the left of my real hand, conceivably connected to my own arm
under the draped tablecloth. The researcher then gently stroked both my hidden hand and
the visible rubber hand simultaneously with a paintbrush in each of their hands. As I
focused on the rubber hand in front of me the neuroscientist synchronously stroked the
same parts of each hand, along each finger and across the back of my hand. After about 10
minutes I was then asked to close my eyes and with my other hand point towards the index
finger of my hand resting on the table. I pointed directly at the index finger of the rubber
hand, which had clearly been incorporated into my own body scheme through this
experiment. The same conclusive results also occurred extensively in the original ‘Rubber
Hand Illusion’ experiment (Botvinick and Cohen 1998, p. 756). What Maurice MerleauPonty identified as the ‘extension of the bodily synthesis’ in 1945 (Merleau-Ponty 2012
[1945], p. 154) is now commonplace in what neuroscience and cognitive science refers to
as ‘body transfer’ or ‘body ownership’ through experiments such as the ‘Rubber Hand
Illusion’, as well as discussions on virtual reality and presence research.
Through this account of the rubber hand illusion and the intimate experiences I
have observed in ‘Touched’, the hands are clearly as significant in relation to body scheme
and proprioceptive awareness, as our heads and facial expressions are in ‘HEADROOM’
(2006) or our bodies are in ‘Telematic Dreaming’ (1992). From the beginnings of this
research in the early nineties it has become clear that our sense of presence in these
telematic installation is equally manifest through its separate bodily parts and postures as a
conscious whole in the range of social and cultural contexts it has been placed within –
resonating with Roy Ascott’s definition of double consciousness in his 1996 taxonomy of
‘Technoetic Aesthetics – 100 Terms and Definitions for the Post-Biological Era’
Double consciousness: The state of being that gives access, at one and the same
time, to two distinctly different fields of experience: psychic space and cyberspace, the
material world and the virtual, in an artwork and outside of it (2003 [1996], p. 377).
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Figure 85. The hands of the remote participant projected onto the other participant’s table, keyboard and
hands in ‘Touched’, September 2017

Figure 86. The line out video image of the converged hands and keyboards appears as a live computer
desktop image upon which a simple command line chat interface is overlaid in ‘Touched’, September 2017
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Figure 87. Blacked out booth space in Horatio’s Bar on Brighton Palace Pier in ‘Touched’, September 2017
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Figure 88. Camera capturing image of participant’s hands on the keyboard below it in ‘Touched’, 2017

Figure 89. The hands of the remote participant projected onto the other participant’s table, keyboard and
hands in ‘Touched’, September 2017
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Figure 90. Proof of concept sketch for installation set up and connection for ‘Touched’, September 2017
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Figure 91. Line out video stills of converged participants, keyboards and chat in ‘Touched’, September 2017

Figure 92. Participant typing messages in ‘Touched’, September 2017
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Figure 93. Participants in the booth space with projected hands and keyboard, conversing with hands,
playing games over the keyboard and typing messages in ‘Touched’, September 2017
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Figure 94. Participants in the booth space capturing their hands and keyboard, typing messages and
interacting in ‘Touched’, September 2017
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Conclusion and Contribution to Knowledge
From the telematic insights of Roy Ascott and the beginnings of this research in the early
1990s with ‘Telematic Dreaming’ to ‘Touched’ in 2017, the proprioceptive telepresent
experience of ‘self/other’ coexistence has continually been explored, reaffirming and
defining a phenomenology of empathy and presence.
This research charts a departure from Baudrillard’s notion of the telematic home
(1988 [1987], p. 16) in ‘Telematic Dreaming’ (1992), where the telepresent specular image
became an extension of the body, rather than a separation from it. In fact the participants
became so accustomed to their telepresent bodily synthesis that leaving the bed had an
abrupt “un-ready-to-hand” (Heidegger 2001 [1953], p. 103) detachment from it. But this
shift of senses; touching with their eyes in much the same way as the blind person builds
on his/her experiences through the auxiliary extension of the stick was a lasting one. What
participants rapidly learnt and improved on mutually through their shared experiences in
‘Telematic Dreaming’ was a recurring phenomenon throughout the research. Such as when
the two technicians used sign language via ‘Telematic Vision’ (1993) to ‘talk’ purely by
visual means as an “extension of bodily synthesis” (Merleau-Ponty 2012 [1945], p. 154);
‘hearing’ their conversation in the telepresent third space, in the same way inner laughter
was extended in ‘All the world’s a screen’ (2011) and ‘Peoples Screen’ (2015).
Laughter was the soundtrack that connected and combined participants through the
“comic that had wandered outside of ones own self” (Bergson 2014 [1900], p. 6). Sharing
in the laughter of the group through their telepresent co-experience as a conduit to trust and
empathy between coexistent performing ‘selves’. In ‘Peace Talks’ (2003) the participants
were immediately aware of themselves both internally and externally, reflecting on the
objective point of view they found themselves within and adjusted their pose accordingly
to find empathy with the ‘other’ and the ‘self’ simultaneously. Reaffirmed by the
participant’s comment, “quite often you can be both on the same side” – because you are
observing the conversation from the same point of view.
In the context of the domestic environment, the formation of the ‘I’ (Lacan 2003
[1966], pp. 1–8) in the telepresent specular image became as readily accepted as the mirror
in ‘There’s no simulation like home’ (1999) regardless of its telematic mediated form.
Conversely, a theatrical experience detached from the ‘everyday’ in ‘All the Worlds a
Screen’ (2011) indicated a counter-reality. Liberating them to perform through invented
role-play, enhancing relationships and empathy across the boundaries of culture and
language. Similarly for the children in ‘3×4’ (2014), who shifted their space of play from
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the street to a telematic metaspace between London and Delhi, staying for several hours,
establishing new bonds and co-creating memories between them. This was clearly not as a
technological meeting place, void of human emotion, but as an intimate space as in
‘HEADROOM’ (2006), bestowed with trust and empathy through the simultaneous
discovery of the self and other in the shared specular image that answered Roy Ascott’s
question ‘Is There Love in the Telematic Embrace?’ (2003 [1990]) with an emphatic yes!
Finally, in ‘Touched’ (2107) the importance of the participant’s hands in relation to body
scheme and proprioceptive awareness – as also evidenced in the ‘Rubber Hand Illusion’
(Botvinick and Cohen 1998, p. 756), turns out to be as significant as their heads are in
‘HEADROOM’ (2006) or their bodies are in ‘Telematic Dreaming’ (1992).
This analytical narrative of practice has been charted through a rhizomatic timeline
of my creative practice and publications that has drawn on philosophical and theoretical
discourses throughout. Building a phenomenological framework to evaluate the practice
and its specific ‘empathy and presence’ findings. By drawing on the dialogical definition
of empathy as presented by Richard Sennett (2013, p. 21) and the phenomenological
notion of bodily presence derived from Marvin Minsky’s definition of telepresence
(Campanella 2000, p. 27) these terms and definitions highlight key characteristics in my
creative practice that identify the selected works for this thesis. Technical and conceptual
features that systematically occur throughout the selected creative practice include and
involve point-to-point videoconferencing between remote locations, live chroma-keying
and video projection compositing techniques, installation environments, immersive
experiences, third-person perspectives, open agency and performer determined narratives.
By drawing on audience observations and consistent evidence, characteristic findings of
empathy within all these works include:
•

An increased sensory awareness of coexistence that has a lasting impression and
effect on the participant after leaving the installation.

•

Communicating and interacting without being able to speak that provokes intuitive
performer roles and improvised melodrama.

•

Driving the desire to play and perform tricks and illusions communicated through
laughter and gesticulation.

•

Interacting and performing in unison through improvised dance, choreography,
acting and visual dialogue.

•

Being sensitive and open to intimacy that is normally not possible through
touching, holding and caressing.
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•

Feelings of increased ethical responsibility and respect for the body simultaneously
as ‘self’ and ‘other’.

•

Loosing track of time and forgetting other previous engagements.

•

Ignoring geographical distance.

•

Respecting and converging cultural difference.
These aspects of empathy, pronounced through the telepresent specular image are

reflected and made possible in the primary characteristic findings of bodily presence,
evidenced through participants’ accounts that include:
•

A sense of one body that exists in multiple locations through a process of
disembodiment and re-embodiment.

•

Body transfer feelings akin to the body of a marionette puppeteer extended into the
body of the puppet.

•

The gradual loss of localised self-awareness and an increase in telepresent
self-awareness through prolonged interaction.

•

A shift of senses, that occurs through a process of touching through sight.

•

Encountering a semiotic relationship between the carbon signifier and the digital
signified body in the telepresent body image.

•

Attempts to hold a conversation locally whilst simultaneously communicating and
coexisting in telepresent space.

•

The psychological complexity of leaving the installation and returning to an
original state of being.

•

Experiencing a state of double consciousness, “The state of being that gives access,
at one and the same time, to two distinctly different fields of experience: psychic
space and cyberspace, the material world and the virtual, in an artwork and outside
of it” (Ascott 2003 [1996], p. 377).
These primary characteristics provide specific references and clauses for the future

development and exploration of empathy and presence through telematic art practice. All
the selected works have involved networked videoconference technology and video
compositing techniques, which have consistently provided the opportunity to record a line
out video feed of the final composited telepresent image. Sections of which are included in
the documentary videos accompanying this thesis. Whilst I have witnessed the empathetic
nature of the participant’s interactions and experiences first hand and through
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conversations and interviews with them, the richest source of reflection has resulted from
the line out video recordings I have made of every installation since 1992. These direct
recordings from the installations have provided the opportunity to observe the exact same
image that caused the participants interactions at the time. Similar to a ‘two-way-mirror’,
we are taking up the position of the participant within the line out video, looking directly at
the very same image that caused the ‘telematic embrace’ we are now in effect
‘experiencing’ ourselves. Simply put, we laugh with them, not at them.
Through ‘reflection-in-action’ methods (Schön 1983, pp. 21-69) this has provided
the opportunity to understand the subtleties and intricacies of the participant’s interactions
and experiences within the creative practice that has been presented and discussed in this
thesis. Enabling me to conclude that the act of moving our eyesight from the internalised
position in our head to a third-person view outside of our own body offers an entirely new
sense of self and conscious experience. Combined with another geographically distant
participant, we are effectively sharing the same ‘eyes’ – the same point of view, where
one’s gaze of the ‘other’ and view of the ‘self’ converge. The objectification of gaze
(Sartre 2003 [1943], pp. 245-326) is met on equal empathetic terms through this process of
conflating our presence in a telematic third space from the same single viewpoint. Justly
seeing the situation from someone else’s point of view, which is simultaneously your own
– opening the way to a greater sense of empathy between us by expounding the juncture
between empathy and presence in my telematic artworks.
This unique phenomenological experience of empathy and presence through
telematic art practice offers my greatest contribution to new knowledge in the field of
interactive media arts, which has provided a platform to present and discuss my work since
1992. But from a public engagement perspective it provides most impact on those directly
participating in the work through the various exhibitions of my practice. Creating a greater
sense of empathy between individuals and communities through a shared space of mutual
presence and co-creation. Beyond the interactive media arts, the outcomes of my practicebased research have impacted on and contributed new knowledge to other fields and
practices including telecommunication technologies, performance studies and healthcare.
In the context of telecommunication technologies, my customised use of
videoconferencing systems has continually challenged the point-to-point communications
model of industry platforms, by identifying an alternative telematic third space model. An
innovation that was recognised in 2003 with the acquisition of my installation ‘Telematic
Vision’ as a permanent installation by the Museum for Communication in Bern,
Switzerland, as well as my original contribution to the Finnish Telecom Telegalleria in
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Helsinki with ‘Telematic Dreaming’ in 1992 and the inclusion of ‘Telematic Vision’ on the
Deutsche Telekom stand at the CeBIT technology fair in 1995.
In relation to performance studies, I collaborated with the award-winning theatre
company ‘The Chameleons Group’ to produce ‘Unheimlich’, a telematic theatre
production derived from the concept of ‘Telematic Vision’ for the Performance Studies
international (PSi) Festival in 2005 at Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island,
USA. A telematic performance that takes Freud’s notion of the uncanny (‘Unheimlich’) as
its starting point for a semi-improvised telematic theatre production for multiple users,
linking and visually compositing audience members in Providence with live professional
actors in Manchester, UK.
In the context of healthcare, ‘The Teleporter Zone’ installation was commissioned
for the Evelina Children’s Hospital in London by Guy's and St Thomas’ Charity in 2005.
Derived from ‘Telematic Vision’ (1993) the installation was situated in the outpatients
waiting area to provide patients and visitors with a chance to be transported from the
confines of the hospital to imaginary and fantastical virtual worlds, to reduce the anxieties
associated with the hospital visit and to help speed up waiting time. The installation and
commission was extensively discussed in my journal article ‘The Teleporter Zone:
Interactive Media Arts in the Healthcare Context’ (2007) in Leonardo, Journal of the
International Society for the Arts, Sciences and Technology and has been included in the
selected publications accompanying this thesis, due to its relevance to ‘Telematic Vision’.
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Appendix A: Timeline of Creative Practice and Exhibitions, 1987 to 2018
The following timeline charts my creative practice from 1987 to 2018, detailing every
output and exhibition venue throughout this period. The significance of each exhibition
and activity has been highlighted using small, medium and large circular icons.
Differentiating between original premiered installations with large highlighted circles,
reworked projects and prototypes with medium sized circles and repeated installations with
smaller highlighted circles. The circular icons have also been colour-coded to cluster
similar works and derivatives together, from a technical and conceptual perspective. A key
to the colour coded clusters follows the timeline, providing details on the characteristics
the grouped installations share. Using this data, a plotted timeline has been developed to
identify the connections, influences and reflections between the creative practice outputs.
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(p. 16, Figure 2. Creative practice timeline key)
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(p. 15, Figure 1. Plotted timeline of creative practice)
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Creative Practice Credits: Collaborators, Support and Thanks
Telematic Dreaming (1992)
Commissioned and curated by Marita Liulia and Liisa Heikkilä-Palo from Maaseudum
Sivistysliitto. Pekka Oikarinen from Kajaanin Kulttuurilautakunta. Supported by Anna
Helpinen from Av-Arkki. Thanks to Maija Elo for Helsinki installation coordination and
technical support from Jouko Koivula from Telecom Finland, Heidi Johanna Oikarinen,
Minna Palokangas and Sari Elisa Rimpiläinen from Kajaani Dance School.
Telematic Vision (1993)
Commissioned by the ZKM Centre for Art and Media, Institute for Visual Media Director
Jeffrey Shaw for the ZKM MultiMediale 3 exhibition, coordinated by Astrid Sommer.
Thanks to Martin Häberle for ZKM technical support.
There’s no simulation like home (1999)
Commissioned by Bernhard Living of BN1 and Lighthouse Brighton. Installation
construction supported by Matthew Miller and David Parfitt, and coordination by Liz
Whitehead from Fabrica Gallery, Brighton.
Peace Talks (2003)
Commissioned and supported by FACT Liverpool, Director Eddie Berg for the BitParts
exhibition, installation and invigilation support from Nina Coulson.
HEADROOM (2006)
Supported by Taipei Artists Village, Ms Yaohua Su (Director), Cindy Wu, Ashley Y.H.
Chang and Chin Mu, Mr Huang and his team of electricians and wood technicians. Thanks
to Chun-Chi Wang. Supported by Professor Yung-Hsien Chen and his students at the
National Taiwan University of Arts. Thanks to Dr. Gabriella Giannachi from the
University of Exeter (UK) for conceptual dialogue.
All the World’s a Screen (2011)
Developed in collaboration with Charlotte Gould. Supported by MadLab Directors Dave
Mee and Hwa Young, MadLab installation coordinator John Boothe and designer Sam
France from the University of Salford. Supported by Hangar.org Teresa Badía (Director),
Jovan Cvetkovski, Núria Marquès, Álex Posada and Joana Cervià. Thanks to Rod Martin
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for software development and to the MACBA Study Centre Mela Dávila (Director),
Ariadna Pons and Marta Vega for their support in hosting the project development.
Occupy the Screen (2014) Peoples Screen (2015)
Developed in collaboration with Charlotte Gould. Supported by Connecting Cities Director
Susa Pop from Public Art Lab Berlin in partnership with Marc Piesbergen and Yannesi Siu
from Guangzhou International light Festival. Thanks to Damien Blythe and Emiko
Watanabe from Northbridge Piazza Screen for installation coordination in Perth, Australia.
3×4 exploring metaspace platforms for inclusive future cities (2014)
Developed in collaboration with Dr Claire McAndrew from The Bartlett Institute for
Digital Innovation in the Built Environment at University College London, Swati Janu
from microHome Solutions City Lab Delhi and Bangalore-based photographer Vivek
Muthuramalingam. Thanks to Visual Communication students Harriet Halpin, Melanie
Issaka and Tricha Tan from the University of Brighton and Robbie Cleary for invigilation
support at Southbank London. Thanks to Pooja Sood and Sitara Chowfla from Khoj
Studios Delhi, Alka Pande from the Visual Arts Gallery, India Habitat Centre and Rohini
Malik Okon from Southbank London for installation coordination.
Touched (2017)
Commissioned for the British Science Festival 2017 Brighton. Supported by Rosie
Waldron from the British Science Association. Thanks to Jeremiah Ambrose for
installation support, Marc Thorley from Brighton Palace Pier for installation coordination
and Anne Light, Professor of Design and Creative Technology at the University of Sussex
for interview and performance contributions.
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Appendix B: Timeline of Publications, 1994 to 2018
The following timeline chronologically charts both my own publications, indicated by
round orange labels on the timeline and publications about my creative practice by other
authors, indicated by round green labels, from 1994 to 2018. The colour-coded labels have
been used to differentiate between more significant publications using larger round labels
for book chapters, journal articles and conference papers etc. and smaller round labels to
indicate shorter essays, catalogue texts, and reviews etc. The publication timeline key
provides a list of all the publications on a single page, with further details on the colour
coding and label size differentiation. Using this data, a plotted timeline has been developed
to identify the connections and influences between all the publications and their links with
my creative practice.
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(p. 20, Figure 4. Publications timeline key)
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(p. 19, Figure 3. Plotted timeline of publications and creative practice)
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Appendix C: Key References between Publications and Creative Practice
The following plotted timeline identifies the synergies between my creative practice and
the publications through key theoretical references. The key references within the
publications have been extracted and plotted separately on the timeline using grey round
icons to chart my first encounters and discoveries of these key theories. This has identified
the underlying connections, influences and reflections between the publications and the
creative practice through these key references. A timeline-key has been provided following
the plotted timeline, listing the original sources of these references.
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(p. 22, Figure 5. Plotted timeline between publications and creative practice through key references)
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(p. 23, Figure 6. Key references between publications and creative practice)
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Appendix D: USB Memory Card
The accompanying material for this PhD by Publication and Creative Practice can be found
on the USB memory card inserted below, which contains the following folders:
Selected Creative Practice documentary videos folder
Selected Publications folder
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